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Dear Collector:

Hello and welcome to The World of The Hunger Games Auction - Part II. We are thrilled to once again be working with 
Lionsgate to present this historic offering of costumes, props, and set pieces from the four films of The Hunger Games 
franchise.

Rarely does a collector or fan have the opportunity to acquire items from such a beloved and groundbreaking series 
of films. This sale features over 200 lots, showcasing the incredible, imaginative design and craftsmanship that went into 
creating The World of The Hunger Games.

Here are some of the highlights of this historic offering:

•	 “Katniss Everdeen” silver stunt arrows from The Hunger Games.
•	 “Katniss Everdeen”  Victory Tour ensemble from The Hunger Games: Catching Fire.
•	 “Katniss Everdeen” and other character’s combat wetsuits from the arena sequences in The Hunger Games: 

Catching Fire.
•	 Spile prop and “Drink Up” notecard from The Hunger Games: Catching Fire.
•	 “Peeta Mellark’s” interview suit from The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1.
•	 “Katniss Everdeen” Mockingjay stunt ensemble from The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1.
•	 Signature costumes from “Effie Trinket,” “President Snow,” “Finnick Odair,” “Johanna Mason,” and “President 

Coin.” 
•	 “Katniss Everdeen” combat ensemble with disguise cloak from The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2.
•	 A host of Peacekeeper uniforms and prop weapons.
•	 Numerous items featuring the signature Panem emblem, including banners, china, insignias, and pins from 

“President Snow’s” office.
•	 Numerous cast worn combat ensembles fromThe Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2.

It is our hope that fans and collectors enjoy perusing this catalog and will find some exciting new pieces for their 
collections.

Thank you for participating and good luck!

Joseph Maddalena and the PiH staff 
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“CONDITIONS OF SALE” 

CONDITIONS OF SALE - AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
PROFILES IN HISTORY AND BIDDER

Read This Part First

BY EITHER REGISTERING TO BID OR PLACING A 
BID, THE BIDDER ACCEPTS THESE CONDITIONS 
OF SALE AND ENTERS INTO A LEGALLY, 
BINDING, ENFORCEABLE AGREEMENT WITH 
PROFILES IN HISTORY.
 
The following terms and conditions constitute the sole 
terms and conditions under which Profiles in History 
(“Profiles”) will offer for sale and sell the property described 
in the Catalog. These Conditions of Sale constitute a binding 
agreement between the Bidder and Profiles with respect 
to the auction. By bidding at auction, whether in person, 
through an agent or representative, by telephone, facsimile,  
on-line, absentee bid, or by any other form of bid or by 
any other means, the Bidder acknowledges the thorough 
reading and understanding of all of these Conditions of 
Sale, all descriptions of items in the Catalog, and all matters 
incorporated herein by reference, and agrees to be fully 
bound thereby.

NO BID MAY BE PLACED IN ANY MANNER 
UNLESS THE BIDDER HAS FULLY REVIEWED 
AND AGREES TO ALL OF THE “CONDITIONS 
OF SALE” EITHER PRINTED IN THE CATALOG 
OR ON-LINE, AS WELL AS THE TERMS OF THE 
REGISTRATION FORM.  BY PLACING ANY BID, 
THE BIDDER REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS 
TO PROFILES THAT HE OR SHE HAS FULLY 
REVIEWED AND AGREES TO BE BOUND 
BY ALL OF THESE “CONDITIONS OF SALE” 
AND THE TERMS OF THE REGISTRATION 
FORM.  WITHOUT SUCH REPRESENTATION, 
WARRANTY AND AGREEMENT, PROFILES 
WOULD NOT PERMIT THE BIDDER TO BID.

Bidder and Profiles agree that any agreements between 
the Bidder and Profiles including but not limited to these 
Conditions of Sale are entered into in Los Angeles County, 
California, which is where the agreements are to be 
performed and the auction to take place, no matter where 
Bidder is situated and no matter by what means or where 
Bidder was informed of the auction and regardless of 
whether catalogs, materials, or other communications were 
received by Bidder in another location. Both Profiles and 
the Bidder agree that any disputes under these Conditions 
of Sale, the subject matter hereof, the entering into, or 
any aspect of the auction, shall be exclusively governed by 
California law, and that any and all claims or actions shall 
be brought and maintained only in Los Angeles County, 
California in a State or Federal Court to the exclusion of 
any other venue, locale or jurisdiction.  All parties submit 
to such jurisdiction. Both Bidder and Profiles agree that 
these provisions are intended to be binding on all parties 
and that they shall solely control choice-of-law, venue 
and jurisdiction in the event of any dispute specifically 
including third party claims and cross-actions brought by 
either Profiles or Bidder, and that absent such agreement, 
Profiles would not permit Bidder to bid hereunder. Any 
violation of the terms of this Paragraph shall entitle the 
affected party to reasonable attorney fees and litigation 
costs in addition to all other available remedies, all of 
which remain reserved. The parties agree that Profiles shall 
be entitled to present these Conditions of Sale to a court 
in any jurisdiction other than set forth in this paragraph 
as conclusive evidence of the parties’ agreement, and the 
parties further agree that the court shall immediately dismiss 
any action filed in such jurisdiction. Notwithstanding any 
other provision herein, the prevailing party in any claim, 
dispute or litigation between the parties shall be entitled to 
an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs of litigation.

Unless otherwise set forth in the Catalog, all property 
will be offered by Profiles solely as agent for the seller or 
consignor of the property (“Consignor”) and not on its 
own behalf.  

Profiles is in compliance, to the fullest extent possible, 
with California procedures regarding the bonding of 
auctioneers.

Bidder agrees that it may not use the property to disparage 
Consignor, its products or services, or in a manner which, 
in Consignor’s sole discretion, may diminish or otherwise 
damage or tarnish Consignor’s goodwill in the property.

1. Final Bid Price, Purchase Price and Payment. The term, 
“Final Bid Price” means the amount of the highest bid 
acknowledged and acceptable to Profiles. The term, 
“Purchase Price” means the sum of (1) the Final Bid Price; 
twenty eight percent (28%) if bid on and won through 
the internet; (3) applicable taxes (including California 
and local sales tax and/or compensating use tax based 
upon the purchase price unless exempted by law and/or 
where Buyer presents an original, valid resale certificate 
with a copy for Profiles’ records from the California 
State Board of Equalization); (4) shipping, handling and 
insurance coverage if requested by Buyer and agreed upon 
by Profiles. Profiles may accept current and valid VISA, 
MasterCard, Discover and American Express credit or 
debit cards for payment but under the express condition 
that any property purchased by credit or debit card shall 
not be refundable, returnable, or exchangeable, and that no 
credit to Buyer’s credit or debit card account will be issued 
under any circumstances. The last sentence constitutes 
Profiles’ “official policy” regarding returns, refunds, and 
exchanges where credit or debit cards are used. For 
payment other than by cash, delivery will not be made 
unless and until full payment has been actually received by 
Profiles, i.e., check has fully cleared or credit or debit card 
funds fully obtained.

Profiles has been authorized by the seller or consignor to 
retain, as partial remuneration, the premium set forth as 
number (2) in this paragraph. Unless otherwise agreed in 
a writing signed by Profiles, payment in full is due within 
seven calendar days of the auction or within five calendar 
days of the invoice date, whichever is later. PROFILES 
SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT, AND THE SUCCESSFUL 
BIDDER HEREBY UNCONDITIONALLY AND 
IRREVOCABLY PRE-AUTHORIZES PROFILES, TO 
CHARGE FROM AND COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS 
OWED FROM ALL CREDIT AND/OR DEBIT 
ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED TO PROFILES BY THE 
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER PRIOR TO BIDDING IN 
THE EVENT THAT THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER 
DOES NOT MAKE TIMELY PAYMENT UNDER 
THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE. IN SUCH EVENT, 
THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER AUTHORIZES 
PROFILES TO COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS OWED 
FROM ANY OF SAID ACCOUNTS, AND THE 
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER SHALL NOT CONTEST 
ANY SUCH CREDIT OR DEBIT ACCOUNT 
CHARGE ON THE GROUND THAT PROFILES 
WAS NOT SO AUTHORIZED.

2. Title. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the 
offered lot will pass to the highest bidder acknowledged 
by the auctioneer but fully subject to Buyer’s compliance 
with all of the terms of the Conditions of Sale and the 
Registration Form.  

3. Rights Reserved. Profiles reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot before or at the time of the auction, and/or to 
postpone the auction of all or any lots or parts thereof, 
for any reason. Profiles shall not be liable to any Bidder in 
the event of such withdrawal or postponement under any 
circumstances. Profiles reserves the right to refuse to accept 
bids from anyone.

4. Auctioneer’s Discretion. Profiles shall determine opening 
bids and bidding increments. The auctioneer has the right 
in its absolute discretion to reject any bid in the event of 
dispute between bidders or if the auctioneer has doubt as 
to the validity of any bid, to advance the bidding at its 
absolute discretion and to determine the successful bidder 
in the event of a dispute between bidders, to continue the 
bidding or to reoffer and resell the lot in question. In the 

event of a dispute after the sale, Profiles’ record of final 
sale shall be conclusive. The auctioneer also may reject 
any bid and withdraw the lot from sale if the auctioneer 
decides either that any opening bid is below the reserve 
(see paragraph 5 below) of the lot or article or that an 
advance is insufficient. Unless otherwise announced by the 
auctioneer at the time of sale, no lots may be divided for 
the purpose of sale. 

5. Reserves. Lots may be subject to a reserve which is the 
confidential minimum price below which the lot will not 
be sold. Although the auctioneer may open the bidding 
on any lot below the reserve by placing a bid on behalf of 
the seller, Profiles reserves the right to protect the reserve 
by bidding through the auctioneer and continuing to bid 
on behalf of the seller up to the reserve amount either 
through consecutive bids or by placing bids in response to 
other bidders. Consignors may not bid on their own lots or 
property. If the consignor is indebted to or has a monetary 
guarantee from Profiles in certain circumstances, Profiles 
may have an interest in an offered lot and the proceeds 
therefrom apart from Profiles’ commissions, and Profiles 
may bid thereon to protect such interest. In such instance, 
Profiles is entitled to its standard commission rate when a 
lot is “bought-in” to protect its interest.

6. Risk and Responsibility; Agency.  The buyer shall, once 
deemed the highest bidder on the fall of the auctioneer’s 
hammer, bear all risk and responsibility for the lot, and 
neither Profiles, its agents nor employees, shall thereafter be 
liable for any loss or damage to the property. The buyer will 
also be required to sign a confirmation of purchase at such 
time if requested by the auctioneer. All bidders are deemed 
to be acting as principals unless Profiles acknowledges in 
writing prior to the auction that the bidder is acting as 
agent for another party. In the absence of such written 
acknowledgment, the bidder guarantees payment of the 
Purchase Price of a successful bid.

7. Possession and Removal; Charges. No portion of any 
lot may be removed from the premises or possession 
transferred to Buyer unless Buyer has fully complied with 
these Conditions of Sale and the terms of the Registration 
Form, and unless and until Profiles has received the 
Purchase Price funds in full. Notwithstanding the above, 
all property must be removed from the premises by Buyer 
at his or her sole expense not later than seven (7) calendar 
days from the invoice date. If all or any property has not 
been so removed within that time, in addition to any other 
remedies available to Profiles all of which are reserved, 
a handling charge of one percent (1%) of the Purchase 
Price per month will be assessed and payable to Profiles 
by Buyer, with a minimum of five percent (5%) assessed 
and payable to Profiles by Buyer for any property not 
removed within sixty (60) days. Profiles shall additionally 
have the option, in its sole discretion, of transferring any 
of such property to a public warehouse at the full risk and 
expense of Buyer. Profiles, in addition, reserves the right to 
impose a late charge of fifteen percent (15%) per year on 
the Purchase Price if Buyer does not make full payment in 
accordance herewith. Profiles and Buyer acknowledge and 
agree that these charges are reasonably imposed to partially 
compensate Profiles for losses and expenses associated with 
any such delays.

8. Off-Site Bidding. Bidding by telephone, facsimile-
transmission (fax-in), on-line, or absentee bidding 
(advance written bids submitted by mail) are offered 
solely as a convenience and permitted subject to advance 
arrangements, availability, and Profiles’ approval which shall 
be exercised at Profiles’ sole discretion. Neither Profiles nor 
its agents or employees shall be held liable for the failure 
to execute bids or for errors relating to any transmission 
or execution thereof. In order to be considered for off-site 
bidding in any manner, Bidders must comply with all of 
these Conditions of Sale and the terms contained on the 
Registration Form.

9. Profiles’ Remedies. Failure of the Bidder/Buyer to 
comply with any of these Conditions of Sale or the terms 
of the Registration Form, is an event of default. In such 
event, Profiles may, in addition to any other available 

remedies specifically including the right to hold the 
defaulting Bidder/Buyer liable for the Purchase Price or 
to charge and collect from the defaulting Bidder/Buyer’s 
credit or debit accounts as provided for elsewhere herein: 
(a) cancel the sale, retaining any payment made by the 
Buyer as damages (the Bidder/Buyer understands and 
acknowledges that Profiles will be substantially damaged 
should such default occur, and that damages under sub-
part (a) are necessary to compensate Profiles for such 
damages; (b) resell the property without reserve at public 
auction or privately; (c) charge the Bidder/Buyer interest 
on the Purchase Price at the rate of one and one-half per 
cent (1.5%) per month or the highest allowable interest 
rate; (d) take any other action that Profiles, in its sole 
discretion, deems necessary or appropriate to preserve and 
protect Profiles’ rights and remedies. Should Profiles resell 
the property, the original defaulting buyer shall be liable 
for the payment of any deficiency in the purchase price 
and all costs and expenses associated therewith , including 
but not limited to warehousing, sales-related expenses, 
reasonable attorney fees and court costs, commissions, 
incidental damages and any other charges due hereunder 
which were not collected or collectable.

In the event that such buyer is the successful bidder on 
more than one lot and pays less than the purchase price 
for the total lots purchased, Profiles shall apply the 
payment received to such lot or lots that Profiles, in its sole 
discretion, deems appropriate. If Profiles does not exercise 
such discretion, the lots to which the payment shall be 
applied will be in descending order from the highest 
purchase price to the lowest.

Any buyer failing to comply with these Conditions of Sale 
shall be deemed to have granted Profiles a security interest 
in, and Profiles may retain as collateral such security 
for such buyer’s obligations to Profiles, any property in 
Profiles’ possession owned by such buyer. Profiles shall 
have the benefit of all rights of a secured party under the 
Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) as adopted by the 
state of California.

10. Warranties. Profiles does not provide any warranties 
to Bidders or Buyers, whether express or implied, beyond 
those expressly provided for in these Conditions of Sale. All 
property and lots are sold “as is” and “where is.” By way of 
illustration rather than limitation, neither Profiles nor the 
consignor makes any representation or warranty, expressed 
or implied, as to merchantability or fitness for intended use, 
condition of the property (including any condition report), 
correctness of description, origin, measurement, quality, 
rarity, importance, exhibition, relevance, attribution, 
source, provenance, date, authorship, condition, culture, 
genuineness, value, or period of the property.

Additionally, neither Profiles nor the consigner makes 
any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to 
whether the Buyer acquires rights in copyright or other 
intellectual property (including exhibition or reproduction 
rights) or whether the property is subject to any limitations 
such as ‘droit morale’ (moral rights) or other rights affecting 
works of art. Bidder/Buyer acknowledges and agrees 
that if the property embodies any copyright, trademark, 
or other intellectual property, by the purchase of  such  
property,   Buyer/Bidder  is not acquiring  any  interest 
in any copyright, trademark or other intellectual property 
that may be embodied or reflected in such  property, 
but is acquiring only  such  physical embodiment and/
or reflection.   Profiles does not make any representation 
or warranty as to title. All descriptions, photographs, 
illustrations, and terminology including but not limited 
to words describing condition (including any condition 
reports requested by Bidder), authorship, period, culture, 
source, origin, measurement, quality, rarity, provenance, 
importance, exhibition, and relevance, used in the catalog, 
bill of sale, invoice, or anywhere else, represent a good 
faith effort made by Profiles to fairly represent the lots and 
property offered for sale as to origin, date, condition, and 
other information contained therein; they are statements 
of opinion only. They are not representations or warranties 
and Bidder agrees and acknowledges that he or she shall 
not rely on them in determining whether or not to bid 
or for what price. Price estimates (which are determined 

well in advance of the auction and are therefore subject 
to revision) and condition reports are provided solely as a 
convenience to Bidders and are not intended nor shall they 
be relied on by Bidders as statements, representations or 
warranties of actual value or predictions of final bid prices. 
Bidders are accorded the opportunity to inspect the lots 
and to otherwise satisfy themselves as to the nature and 
sufficiency of each lot prior to bidding, and Profiles urges 
Bidders to avail themselves accordingly.  Lots and property 
are not returnable to Profiles for any reason except under 
Buyer’s limited Remedies set forth in Section 13 below 
and under the express terms and conditions of Section 13.

11. Limitation of Damages. In the event that Profiles is 
prevented for any reason from delivering any property 
to Buyer or Buyer is otherwise dissatisfied with the 
performance of Profiles, the liability, if any, of Profiles, 
shall be limited to, and shall not exceed, the amount 
actually paid for the property by Buyer. In no event shall 
Profiles be liable for incidental, special, indirect, exemplary 
or consequential damages of any kind, including but 
not limited to loss of profits, value of investment or 
opportunity cost.

12. Unauthorized Statements. Under no circumstances 
is any employee, agent or representative of Profiles 
authorized by Profiles to modify, amend, waive or 
contradict any of these Terms and Conditions, any term 
or condition set forth on the Registration Form, any 
warranty or limitation or exclusion of warranty, any term 
or condition in either the Registration Form or these 
Terms and Conditions regarding payment requirements, 
including but not limited to due date, manner of payment, 
and what constitutes payment in full, or any other term 
or condition contained in any documents issued by 
Profiles unless such modification, amendment, waiver or 
contradiction is contained in a writing signed by all parties. 
Any statements, oral or written, made by employees, 
agents or representatives of Profiles to Bidder, including 
statements regarding specific lots, even if such employee, 
agent or representative represents that such statement 
is authorized, unless reduced to a writing signed by all 
parties, are statements of personal opinion only and are 
not binding on Profiles, and under no circumstances shall 
be relied on by Bidder as a statement, representation or 
warranty of Profiles.

13. Buyer’s Remedies. This section sets forth the sole and 
exclusive remedies of Buyer in conformity with Sections 10 
(“Warranties”) and 11 (“Limitation of Damages”) herein, 
and is expressly in lieu of any other rights or remedies 
which might be available to Buyer by law. The Buyer 
hereby accepts the benefit of the consignor’s warranty of 
title and any other representations and warranties made 
by the consignor for the Buyer’s benefit. In the event 
that Buyer proves in writing to Profiles’ satisfaction that 
there was a breach of the consignor’s warranty of title 
concerning a lot purchased by Buyer, Profiles shall make 
demand upon the consignor to pay to Buyer the Purchase 
Price (including any premiums, taxes, or other amounts 
paid or due to Profiles). Should the consignor not pay 
the Purchase Price to Buyer within thirty days after such 
demand, Profiles shall disclose the identity of the consignor 
to Buyer and assign to Buyer all of Profiles’ rights against the 
consignor with respect to such lot or property. Upon such 
disclosure and assignment, all responsibility and liability, if 
any, of Profiles with respect to said lot or property shall 
automatically terminate. Profiles shall be entitled to retain 
the premiums and other amounts paid to Profiles - this 
remedy is as to the consignor only. The rights and remedies 
provided herein are for the original Buyer only and they 
may not be assigned or relied upon by any transferee or 
assignee under any circumstances. Lots containing ten or 
more items are not returnable under any circumstances. 
The exercise of rights under this Section 13 must be made, 
if at all, within thirty (30) days of the date of sale.

14. Profiles’ Additional Services. For Buyers who do 
not remove purchased property from Profiles’ premises, 
Profiles, in its sole discretion and solely as a service and 
accommodation to Buyers, may arrange to have purchased 
lots packed, insured and forwarded at the sole request, 
expense, and risk of Buyer. Profiles assumes no and 

disclaims all responsibility and liability for acts or omissions 
in such packing or shipping by Profiles or other packers and 
carriers, whether or not recommended by Profiles. Profiles 
assumes no and disclaims all responsibility and liability for 
damage to frames, glass or other breakable items. Where 
Profiles arranges and bills for such services via invoice or 
credit card, Profiles will include an administration charge.

15. Headings. Headings are for convenience only and shall 
not be used to interpret the substantive sections to which 
they refer.

16. Entire Agreement. These Conditions of Sale constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties together with 
the terms and conditions contained in the Registration 
Form. They may not be amended, modified or superseded 
except in a signed writing executed by all parties. No oral 
or written statement by anyone employed by Profiles or 
acting as agent or representative of Profiles may amend, 
modify, waive or supersede the terms herein unless such 
amendment, waiver or modification is contained in a 
writing signed by all parties. If any part of these Conditions 
of Sale are for any reason deemed invalid or enforceable, 
the remaining portions shall remain fully enforceable 
without regard to the invalid or unenforceable provisions.

AUCTION GENERAL GUIDELINES

Conditions of Sale
Before you bid, you must read the Conditions of Sale, 
immediately preceding these pages. They represent a 
contract between Profiles and you, and they contain 
important terms and conditions such as jurisdiction, 
payment terms, warranties and remedies. The Conditions 
of Sale are controlling over these general guidelines in the 
event of any conflicts between their respective terms.

Estimate Prices
In addition to descriptive information, each entry in the 
catalog includes a price range which reflects opinion as 
to the price expected at auction. These are based upon 
various factors including prices recently paid at auction 
for comparable property, condition, rarity, quality, history, 
provenance. Estimates are prepared well in advance of the 
sale and subject to revision. Estimates do not include the 
buyer’s premium or sales tax (see under separate heading). 
See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of Sale for important 
restrictions as to reliance on estimated prices.

Reserves
The reserve is the minimum price the seller is willing 
to accept and below which a lot will not be sold. This 
amount is confidential and will not exceed the low pre-
sale estimate.

Owned or Guaranteed Property
Profiles in History generally offers property consigned 
by others for sale at public auction; occasionally, lots are 
offered that are the property of Profiles in History.

Buyer’s Premium and Sales Tax
The actual purchase price will be the sum of the final bid 
price plus the buyer’s premium of twenty eight percent 
(28%) if bid on and won through the internet. California 
sales tax shall automatically be added to the purchase price 
unless exempted.

Before the Auction
You may attend pre-sale viewing for all of our auctions at 
no charge. All property to be auctioned is usually on view 
for several days prior to the sale. You are encouraged to 
examine lots thoroughly. You may also request condition 
reports (see below). Profiles in History’s staff are available 
at viewings and by appointment.

Hours of Business
Profiles in History is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on 
weekdays. The viewing schedule for the auction is 
published in the front of the auction catalog.
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Important note to prospectIve bIdders and dIsclaImer: 

Please note that all items in this catalog are sold in “as is” condition no returns. We do our best to 
properly describe all materials herein, but normal wear and tear is common due to the fragile nature of the items 
including their age and use in film and TV productions.  We are not responsible for a zipper not working, a piece 
missing from a prop, etc.  Tears or alterations to the fabric or original design of a costume, or broken/missing pieces 
to a prop are to be expected.  While many of the props, costumes and other memorabilia are currently displayable 
in their present condition, these items may require restoration to be returned to their pre-production/screen-used 
state.  Many of the items featured have been modified and altered for subsequent productions and may differ from 
the original production usage.

The term “working prop” denotes that the prop was originally made to do something unlike a static prop.  This 
does not mean that the prop works today, although in many circumstances it may be possible to have the prop 
restored to its original configuration.

catalog Images:
Catalog images representing group lots (defined as any lot containing more than one item) may show replicated 
photographs to illustrate count are sold “as is” and are not subject to return. 

photographs, IllustratIons and screen shots:
Unless otherwise explicitly set forth in the catalog description for an individual item, all photographs, illustrations, 
and screen shots are furnished solely for reference purposes and not as a statement, representation or warranty that 
the image depicted is the exact item offered.  Due to the fact that multiple props, costumes, and other items are 
customarily made for and used on or off screen in a motion picture or other program, Profiles cannot and does not 
represent or warrant that the specific item depicted in the photograph, illustration or screen shot is the very same 
item offered at auction.  

shIppIng: 
Please remember that the buyer is responsible for all shipping charges. All items will require third party shipping 
arrangements. Special handling may incur an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier. 

trademarks:
In the catalog descriptions, Profiles takes steps to identify and provide provenance for an item offered at auction.  
In many cases, the items offered were used in or in conjunction with motion pictures and are furnished in order to 
fully identify and describe the item offered at auction, including photographs, illustrations, and screen shots. In all 
cases, the use of the titles or other elements of these motion pictures is for informational purposes only. 

copyrIghts:
All items offered are original, and neither Profiles nor the Consignor make any statements, representation or war-
ranty concerning the copyright of such items.  The depiction of the item in the catalog and other auction promo-
tions are purely for informational and reference purposes regarding the offering of the item at auction. 

Condition Reports
If you wish to obtain additional information on a particular 
lot, or cannot appear at the viewing, Profiles in History 
may provide, upon request, a condition report.  We remind 
prospective buyers that descriptions of property are not 
warranted and that each lot is sold “as is” in accordance 
with the terms of the limited warranty.  Condition reports, 
as other descriptions of property, are not warranted; they 
are only provided as a service to interested clients. Neither 
Profiles in History nor the consignor make any express 
or implied representation or warranty concerning the 
condition of any lot offered for sale; any information 
furnished does not modify or negate the limited warranty 
contained in the Conditions of Sale. See Paragraph 10 
of the Conditions of Sale for important restrictions as to 
reliance on condition reports.

Registration
If you are planning to bid at auction, you will need to 
register with us. Please arrive 30 or 45 minutes before 
the sale to complete bidder registration and to receive a 
numbered paddle to identify you if you are the successful 
bidder. If you are a new client, or if you have not made a 
recent purchase at Profiles in History, you may be asked 
to supply bank and/or other credit references when you 
register. To avoid any delay in the release of your purchases, 
we suggest that you pre-arrange check or credit approval. 
If so, please contact Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701 
or by fax at (310) 859-3842.

You must acknowledge having read your agreement with 
all of the Conditions of Sale prior to your registration and 
prior to your bidding on any lot.

The Auction
All auctions are open to registered bidders only. You must 
register to bid or otherwise participate.

Bidding
Property is auctioned in consecutive numerical order, as 
it appears in the catalog.  The auctioneer will accept bids 
from those present in the salesroom or absentee bidders 
participating by telephone, internet or by written bid 
left with Profiles in History in advance of the auction. 
The auctioneer may also execute bids on behalf of the 
consignor to protect the reserve, either by entering bids 
in response to salesroom, telephone or absentee bids. 
Under no circumstances will the auctioneer place any bid 
on behalf of the consignor at or above the reserve. The 
auctioneer will not specifically identify bids placed on 
behalf of the consignor to protect the reserve.

Bidding Increments
See registration page.

Absentee Bids
If you cannot attend an auction, it is possible to bid by other 
means. The most common is the absentee bid, sometimes 
called an “order bid.” Absentee bids are written instructions 
from you directing Profiles in History to bid for you on 
one or more lots up to a maximum amount you specify 
for each lot. Profiles in History staff will execute your 
absentee bid as reasonably as possible, taking into account 
the reserve price and other bids. There is no charge for 
this service. If identical bids are submitted by two or more 
parties, the first bid received by Profiles in History will take 
preference. The auctioneer may execute bids for absentee 
bidders directly from the podium, clearly identifying these 
as order bids. Absentee Bid Forms are available in the back 
of every auction catalog and also may be obtained at any 
Profiles in History location. See Conditions of Sale and 
Registration Form for absentee bid details.

Telephone Bids
It is also possible to bid by telephone if you cannot attend 
an auction. Arrangements should be confirmed at least 
one day in advance of the sale with Profiles in History 
at (310) 859-7701. Profiles in History staff will execute 
telephone bids from designated areas in the salesroom. See 

Conditions of Sale and Registration Form for telephone 
bid details.

Internet Bids
Profiles in History is pleased to offer live Internet 
bidding at www.profilesinhistory.com.  To ensure proper 
registration, those Bidders intending to bid via the Internet 
must visit this site and register accordingly at least one full 
day prior to the actual auction. Please be aware that there 
is a minimum 3-second delay in the audio and visual feeds, 
which may confuse some bidders. If you have questions 
about this feature, please call Profiles in History well in 
advance of the auction. Winning bidders will be notified 
by Profiles in History. Profiles in History is not and cannot 
be responsible or liable for any problems, delays, or any 
other issues or problems resulting out of use of the Internet 
generally or specifically, including but not limited to 
transmission, execution or processing of bids.

PLEASE NOTE:  On some occasions beyond the control 
of Profiles in History, the Internet bid software or the 
Internet itself may not physically keep up with the pace of 
the auction. In order to help avoid disappointment, Profiles 
in History recommends placing a realistic absentee bid now. 
Occasionally the auctioneer may eliminate or reject an 
internet live bid, and the auctioneer may also reopen a lot 
after the close of the internet live bidding (typically but not 
always because a floor bid or a telephone bid was missed), 
and your bid may be rejected even if you were shown to 
be the winning bidder. By bidding via the internet, you 
acknowledge and agree that Profiles in History may award 
the lot to another bidder at its sole and final discretion 
under the circumstances described above or under any 
other reasonable circumstances. Since the internet bids are 
not shown to Profiles in History until Profiles in History 
opens the lot on the floor, Profiles in History treats those 
bids the same as floor or telephone bids. In most cases, 
however, the floor and/or telephone responds before the 
internet bid is presented, due to live Internet bid software 
or Internet lag time, so for consistency it is Profiles in 
History’s policy that floor bids and telephone bids are 
always considered first over internet bids with floor bids 
being considered before telephone bids. Also please note 
that all Profiles in History lots purchased through the 
internet carry a 28% Buyer’s Premium. Profiles in History 
strongly urges the bidder to resolve any questions about 
these policies or their implementation PRIOR TO 
BIDDING.

Successful Bids
The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates the final bid. 
Profiles in History will record the paddle number of the 
buyer. If your salesroom or absentee bid is successful, you 
will be notified after the sale by mailed or emailed invoice.

Unsold Lots
If a lot does not reach the reserve, it is bought-in. In other 
words, it remains unsold and is returned to the consignor.

 AFTER THE AUCTION
Payment
You are expected to pay for your purchases in full within 
seven calendar days of the sale or five calendar days from 
the invoice date, whichever is later, and to remove the 
property you have bought by that date.

Shipping
After payment has been made in full, Profiles in History 
will release property to the buyer or shipping company.  
For shipping information, please contact Profiles in History 
at (310) 859-7701. In circumstances in which Profiles in 
History arranges and bills for such services via invoice or 
credit card, we will also include an administration charge. 
Packages shipped internationally will have full value 
declared on shipping form. Please remember that the 
buyer is responsible for all shipping charges from Profiles 
in History’s offices in California to the buyer’s door.  Many 
of the items in this auction are of unusual size and/or 
weight; they will require special handling and will incur 

an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier. 

After approximately 45 business days following completion 
of the sale, pending payment by the purchaser, you will 
be sent payment for your sold property and a settlement 
statement itemizing the selling commission and other 
damages.

Sales Results
Interested clients may obtain sale results for specific lots at 
least three business days after the auction by calling Profiles 
in History at (310) 859-7701.

THE SELLER
Auction Estimate
If you are considering selling your property, you can bring 
items to our Calabasas, CA salesroom by appointment 
only. If a visit is not practical, you may instead send a 
clear photograph together with dimensions and any other 
pertinent information you may have. Profiles in History 
cannot be responsible or liable in any case for damage or 
loss to photographs or other information sent.

Consignment Agreement
If you decide to sell your property at auction, the 
procedures are simple and you should find Profiles in 
History staff helpful to you throughout the process. After 
discussions with our staff you will receive a contract 
(Consignment Agreement) to sign, setting forth terms and 
fees for services we can provide, such as insurance, shipping 
and catalog illustrations. For all categories, Profiles in 
History’s standard consignor commission rates are fifteen 
percent (15%) of the final bid price. Profiles in History 
generally charges a minimum commission of $100 for 
each lot sold. Profiles in History will discuss with you a 
suggested reserve price and our recommendations for 
pre-sale estimates for each piece of property you consign 
for sale. The terms and conditions contained in the actual 
Consignment Agreement will govern our respective rights 
and obligations; those terms and conditions are controlling 
over these general guidelines. 

Delivery of Property to Profiles in History
After you have consigned property to us for sale, you 
can either bring your property to Profiles in History 
yourself, arrange with your own shipper to deliver it to 
us or Profiles in History can arrange for it to be shipped 
through their shipping department. We are always happy to 
assist you. For more information please contact us at (310) 
859-7701. Property usually arrives at Profiles in History at 
least three months before the sale in order to allow time 
to research, catalog and photograph the items. Prior to 
the auction your property is generally stored at Profiles in 
History’s facilities. 

Pre-Auction Notification
Several weeks before the scheduled sale, along with 
thousands of Profiles in History’s worldwide subscribers, 
you should be receiving a copy of the sale catalog in which 
your property is offered. 

catalog Images:
Some of the images representing group lots may show 
replicated photographs to illustrate count. Items are sold 
“as is” no returns on group lots.

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN THIS 

CATALOG ARE SOLD IN “AS IS” CONDITION. 

NO RETURNS.
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1. collectIon of (4) gladIator-style sword props from The hunger games. (2012) Collection of (4) gladiator-
style metalized hard rubber short sword props measuring 22.5 in. long. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for 
the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

2. collectIon of (4) sIckle props from 
The hunger games. (2012) Collection 
of (4) metalized cast rubber prop sickles 
with black grips measuring approx. 17 
in. long. Seen in the Training Center as 
Tributes prepare for the Hunger Games. 
Exhibiting studio distress. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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3. collectIon of (4) arc-blade sword props from The hunger games. (2012) Collection of (4) metalized hard rubber 
arc-bladed sword props measuring approx. 28 in. with cord-wrapped handles. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes prepare 
for the Hunger Games. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

4. set of (2) long bladed-axe props from The hunger 
games. (2012) Set of (2) metalized hard rubber prop long bladed-
axes measuring 23.5 x 5.5 in. with cord-wrapped handles. Seen 
in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for the Hunger Games. 
Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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5. collectIon of (3) hand axe props from The hunger games. (2012) Collection of (3) metalized hard rubber prop 
axes including (2) 16 in. long double-bladed hand axes and (1) 23 in. single-bladed axe with cord-wrapped handle. Seen 
in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for the Hunger Games. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

6. set of (2) long-handled machete props 
from The hunger games. (2012) Set of (2) 
metalized hard rubber prop machetes measuring 
37 in. long. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes 
prepare for the Hunger Games. Exhibiting studio 
distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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7. collectIon of (4) kukrI-style sword props from The hunger games. (2012) Collection of (4) metalized rubber 
Kukri sword props measuring approx. 18 in. long. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for the Hunger Games. 
Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

8. collectIon of (4) short sword props from The hunger games. (2012) Collection of (4) metalized rubber short 
sword props measuring approx. 17 in. long with cord-wrapped grips. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for the 
Hunger Games. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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9. “katnIss everdeen” (6) prop sIlver arrows from The hunger games. (2012) Collection of (6) prop rubber stunt 
arrows measuring 28 in. Each arrow features a clear plastic fletching accented by small strips of silver tape, painted soft nock, 
reinforced faux metallic shaft, silver metallic tape on the spine and a faux metallic painted rubber head. Recovered from 
Glimmer and used by Katniss for the remainder of the 74th Annual Hunger Games. Exhibiting studio distress. In production 
used condition. $1,000 - $1,500

10. “haymItch abernathy” traIn ensemble 
from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Consisting of a gray long sleeve button front standing 
collar shirt, a navy ¾-length knit cardigan with silver 
front closures, and a pair of gray textured woven 
flat-front pants. From the scene in the Tribute train’s 
dining room as Effie tells her  victors, “You’ve earned 
it.” In production used condition. $200 - $300
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11. “katnIss everdeen” cable knIt sweater 
ensemble from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Consisting of a multi-color knee-length loose 
weave cable knit sweater with tapered hem, a pair of 
brown zipper front stretch pants with internal bias label 
marked, “Katniss”, a long dark gray tank top undershirt, 
and an elastic sports crop top. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

12. “peacekeeper” complete unIform 
wIth prop handgun and rIfle from The 
hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Complete Peacekeeper uniform consisting of a 
long sleeve futuristic light gray hooded tunic, a 
pair of matching pants with integral kneepads, 
a cast hard rubber and fabric upper body armor 
vest, a pair of ventilated studio painted gloves, a 
pair of custom made tall gray leather boots with 
heel to calf zipper back closure, and a two-tone 
gray plastic helmet with retractable tinted clear 
visor. Also includes a leg holster with fixed 
stunt pistol, an ammo magazine leg holster 
with prop ammo, and a hard rubber futuristic 
stunt rifle. From battle sequences throughout 
The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, The Hunger 
Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, and The Hunger 
Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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13. 74th hunger games (2) 
vIctory tour banners from The 
hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Set of (2) blue and gold 74th 
Annual Victory Tour synthetic fabric 
banners measuring 47 x 188 in. Seen 
throughout Katniss and Peeta’s Victory 
Tour. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

14. “katnIss everdeen” ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Consisting of a slate gray tank top and a long 
blue and navy plaid designer wrap-skirt with 
zipper and tie closure and retaining the internal 
bias label marked “Katniss”. In production 
used condition. $400 - $600
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15. “katnIss” and “peeta” vIctory tour speech from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Consisting of 
2-printed gray 6.25 x 4.5 in. cards imprinted on the back with the Panem eagle, laurel, and arrows. Text is printed on the 
face of each card and reads in part: “We are united, as Panem is united. Our love has opened our eyes to the greatness of our 
country…Panem today. Panem tomorrow. Panem forever.” Exhibiting signs of studio distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

16. mockIngjay graffItI on (4) panels from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of (4) white 
corrugated plastic boards measuring 24 x 48 in. Each board features the Mockingjay icon, which has been spray painted in 
crimson graffiti-style. Exhibiting light signs of production distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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17. “katnIss everdeen” sweater and vest from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Consisting of a gray 
and taupe stretch fabric asymmetrical vest with a long sleeve brown knit cardigan with ornamental gold bullion threading. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

18. “peeta mellark” IntervIew pea coat from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) A dark olive green wool 
knee-length pea coat with button front closure. Worn by Peeta during an on camera interview with Katniss. In production 
used condition. $300 - $500
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19. “octavIa” collectIon of (3) dresses from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of (3) dresses 
including (1) sleeveless fuchsia designer dress with zipper back closure, matching belt, and hot pink mesh gloves, (1) black 
and white sleeveless geometric patterned designer dress with zipper back closure, and (1) black sleeveless designer dress with 
zipper back closure and multi-color ornamental fringe at collar and waist. From the scenes involving Effie’s entourage. All in 
production used condition. $200 - $300

20. “octavIa” and “flavIus” (5) capItol brand makeup kIts from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Collection of (5) aluminum makeup carrying cases ranging in size from 11.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 in. to 14.5 x 9.5 x 9.5 in. Each case 
bears a Capitol Panem emblem sticker. Some kits feature lift-out trays and drawers. One case is filled with Panem-branded 
makeup props and actual relabeled makeup items. Used by Effie’s assistant stylists, Octavia and Flavius, when prepping Katniss 
for public appearances. Exhibiting signs of production distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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21. “effIe trInket” collectIon of accessorIes from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of 
(24) accessories including (2) pair of mesh gloves, (2) accordion fabric wristlets, (1) pair of gold lace gloves, (1) pair of black 
and gold bullion threaded gloves, (9) small 3 in. butterfly ornamental accessories, and (9) large 5 in. butterfly ornamental 
accessories. In production used condition. $200 - $300

22. “flavIus” hIgh fashIon shIrt and tIe from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Consisting of a long sleeve 
white shirt with black polka dots, white collar, and French cuffs and a green polka dot necktie. Some staining to cuffs and 
collar of the shirt. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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24. “presIdent snow” (4) jeweled votIve candle holders from The 
hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Set of (4) silver-toned three-
tier votive holders with crystal accents measuring 8 x 11 in. Used as table 
decoration at President Snow’s victory celebration for Peeta and Katniss. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

23. “katnIss everdeen” dress from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Consisting of a 1-piece knee-length 
designer dress with black fabric sheath, blue 
leather band panels and collar, and zipper 
front closure. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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26. avox (2) female costumes from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Set of (2) costumes consisting of 2-light 
silver tunics with long sheer fabric overlay, 2-long sheer silver skirts, 2-silver and black threaded design detachable collars, and 
2-white futuristic plastic facemasks. Worn by an Avox throughout the film. In production used condition. $200 - $300

25. capItol servers (4) ensembles 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Collection of (4) ensembles 
consisting of 4-jackets of gray and black 
plaid with color stripe material, velcro 
banded collar, bias front zipper closures, 
and 4-pairs of black jodhpur pants with 
zipper front closures and ornamental 
gold bullion piping on outer legs. In 
production used condition.  $200 - $300
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27. avox (2) male costumes from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Set of (2) costumes consisting of 
2-gray long sleeve tunics with velcro flap front closures, 2-dark gray stylized removable collars, and 2-white futuristic plastic 
facemasks. All in production used condition. $200 - $300

28. mockIngjay graffItI on (4) panels from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of (4) white 
corrugated plastic boards measuring 24 x 48 in. Each board features the Mockingjay icon, which has been spray painted in 
crimson graffiti-style. Exhibiting light signs of production distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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30. “prImrose everdeen” ensemble 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Ensemble includes a plaid 
knee-length skirt with large front pockets, 
a gray v-neck blouse with lavender lace 
trim at collar and sleeves, and a mustard 
yellow knit sweater. From the scene at the 
Everdeen house when Primrose provides 
aid to Gale. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

29. capItol cIty securIty detaIl 
ensemble from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Ensemble consists 
of a gray wool sleeveless trench coat, a black 
leather 1/4-length overcoat, a pair of black 
flat-front wool blend pants, and a pair of 
black leather gloves. From the scene when 
President Snow and his security detail visit 
the Everdeen household to discuss the 
upcoming Victory Tour with Katniss. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300
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31. “peacekeeper” complete unIform 
wIth prop handgun and rIfle from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Complete Peacekeeper uniform 
consisting of a long sleeve futuristic light 
gray hooded tunic, a pair of matching 
pants with integral kneepads, a cast hard 
rubber and fabric upper body armor vest, 
a pair of ventilated studio painted gloves, 
a pair of custom made tall gray leather 
boots with heel to calf zipper back closure, 
and a two-tone gray plastic helmet with 
retractable tinted clear visor. Also includes 
a leg holster with fixed stunt pistol, an 
ammo magazine leg holster with prop 
ammo, and a hard rubber futuristic stunt 
rifle. From battle sequences throughout 
The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, The 
Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, and 
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In 
production used condition. 
$200 - $300

32. “haymItch abernathy” Quarter 
Quell announcement ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Consisting of a navy and white knit ribbed 
cardigan, a light gray long sleeve collarless shirt 
bearing initials “W. H.” and date “Sept 2012,” 
and a pair of white and gray rough weave 
pants. Haymitch wears this ensemble as he gets 
the news of the Quarter Quell. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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33. “katnIss everdeen” ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Consisting of a dark gray long sleeve shirt with 
button front closure, brown cotton tank top, and 
black skinny jeans. Shirt exhibits studio distress. 
In production used condition. $600 - $800 34. “mrs. everdeen” reapIng 

ensemble from The hunger 
games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Short sleeve rust colored two-
pocket dress with pleated bib and 
wooden buttons and brown leather 
braided belt. From the Quarter 
Quell reaping scene. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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36. “mags” dIstrIct 4 reapIng ensemble 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Consisting of a long sleeve 
blue cotton ankle length dress, peach slip 
with lace trim, light gray thick silk belt with 
shell decoration, iridescent stone and shell 
necklace, and green and dark blue macramé 
Mary Jane shoes with rubber soles. From the 
District 4 Quarter Quell reaping scene. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

35. “katnIss everdeen” ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Consisting of an electric blue tank 
top dress and a black and gray knit long 
sleeve coat with oversize collar and button 
front closure. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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38. “chaff” charIot ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Pair of flat-front navy pants 
with yellow and rust floral print, and 
a matching two-pocket vest adorned 
with bright blue faux flowers. From the 
Avenue of the Tributes chariot parade 
and highly visible when Chaff kisses 
Katniss after the parade. In production 
used good condition. $200 - $300

37. “gloss” reapIng ensemble 
from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Consisting 
of a sleeveless khaki tunic and 
asymmetrical beige with gold 
bullion threaded jerkin with 
straps and buckles. From the scene 
when Gloss is seen on TV during 
the reaping. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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39. “seeder” charIot ensemble from The 
hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Bright 
floral and paint spatter patterned ¾-sleeve 
blouse with zippered back adorned with 
cascading floral arrangement of purple and blue 
faux flowers, a pair of matching stretch leggings 
with elastic waistband and flowers attached 
down left leg.  Also includes a pair of purple and 
blue wedge heel lace-up shoes with matching 
flowers attached. From the Avenue of the 
Tributes chariot parade and highly visible when 
Haymitch introduces Katniss. In production 
used good condition. $200 - $300

40. “wIress” charIot ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Long sleeve black chiffon top 
with silver sequins in a geometric pattern 
retaining interior bias label marked “Wiress,” 
a pair of black chiffon pants with opaque 
lined apron and silver sequins in a geometric 
pattern on legs also retaining interior bias 
label marked “Wiress,” and a pair of black 
quilted fuzzy slippers. From the Avenue of 
the Tributes chariot parade. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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41. “enobarIa” charIot 
ensemble from The hunger 
games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Consisting of an orange 
and yellow structured felt tunic 
with lace-up sides and adorned 
with yellow reflective squares, 
black faux leather leggings, 
black undershirt with raw 
edges, and (2) pairs of crescent-
shaped dangle earrings. From 
the Avenue of the Tributes 
chariot parade. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

42. “brutus” charIot chest 
pIece from The hunger 
games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Consisting of a gray 
and red structured felt tunic 
with lace-up sides and adorned 
with silver reflective squares 
and a black undershirt with 
raw edges. From the Avenue 
of the Tributes chariot parade. 
In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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43. collectIon of (10) prop axes from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of (10) prop metalized 
hard rubber axes including (3) 16 in. double-bladed axes and (7) 12.5 in. single-bladed throwing axes. Seen in the Training 
Center as Tributes prepare for the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

44. collectIon of (7) prop stunt throwIng knIves from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of 
(7) prop metalized resin knives including (5) 8 in. throwing knives with cord-wrapped handles and (2) 5.5 in. mini throwing 
knives. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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45. collectIon of (7) prop stunt throwIng knIves from the traInIng center from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of (7) prop metalized resin knives including (5) 8 in. throwing knives, (1) 7 in. throwing 
knife, and (1) 6 in. throwing knife with cord-wrapped handle. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for the Quarter 
Quell. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

46. “peeta mellark” prop machete 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Prop rubber machete 
expertly painted gunmetal gray with 
black handle measuring 24 in. Used by 
Peeta throughout the Quarter Quell. 
Exhibiting studio distress. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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47. collectIon of (4) prop weapons from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of (4) various 
metalized rubber and resin prop weapons including (1) 12 in. knife, (1) 17 in. curved bladed knife, (1) 21 in. short sword, and 
(1) 23 in. axe with cord-wrapped handle. Seen in the Training Center as Tributes prepare for the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting 
studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

48. collectIon of (4) sword props from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Collection of (4) metalized rubber prop swords 
including (2) 37 in. long swords with cord-
wrapped handles and (2) 24 in. short swords with 
cord-wrapped handles. Seen in the Training 
Center as Tributes prepare for the Quarter 
Quell. Exhibiting studio distress. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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49. collectIon of (4) long swords 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Collection of (4) metalized 
rubber long swords measuring 45 in. Seen 
in the Training Center as Tributes prepare 
for the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting studio 
distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

50. collectIon of (8) prop knIves from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection includes (8) metalized 
rubber bladed stunt prop knives ranging in size from 9 in. long to 13 in. long and including 4-styles of prop knives including 
1-half knife. All dulled. All exhibiting studio handling. In production used very good condition. $200 - $300
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51. collectIon of (8) prop knIves from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection includes (8) metalized 
rubber bladed stunt prop knives ranging in size from 9 in. long to 13 in. long and including 5-styles of prop knives. All dulled. 
All exhibiting studio handling. In production used very good condition. $200 - $300

52. “peacekeeper” complete 
unIform wIth prop handgun 
and rIfle from The hunger 
games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Complete Peacekeeper uniform 
consisting of a long sleeve futuristic 
light gray hooded tunic, a pair 
of matching pants with integral 
kneepads, a cast hard rubber and 
fabric upper body armor vest, a 
pair of ventilated studio painted 
gloves, a pair of custom made 
tall gray leather boots with heel 
to calf zipper back closure, and a 
two-tone gray plastic helmet with 
retractable tinted clear visor. Also 
includes a leg holster with fixed 
stunt pistol, an ammo magazine 
leg holster with prop ammo, and 
a hard rubber futuristic stunt rifle. 
From battle sequences throughout 
The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, 
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay 
- Part 1, and The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay - Part 2. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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53. “gloss” sIlver IntervIew jacket from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Custom-made silver metallic 
fabric constructed over a dark gray leather jacket with asymmetrical flap front. Seen when Caesar interviews Gloss and 
Cashmere before the Quarter Quell. In production used condition. $200 - $300 54. dIstrIct 5 male 2-pIece suIt from 

The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Consisting of a single-breasted taupe, black 
and brown suit jacket with silver/gray accents 
and a pair of matching trousers. From the 
Quarter Quell interview scene. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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55. “wIress” IntervIew ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Vibrantly colored 2-piece ensemble including 
long sleeve jacket with Mandarin collar and 
matching harem-style pants. Also includes 
a pair of black ankle boots with side laces. 
From the scene when Tributes hold hands and 
stand united before the Capitol citizens. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

56. “mags” IntervIew ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Sleeveless turquoise silk dress with 
asymmetrical hem and light blue suede 
shrug with metallic fish scale-patterned 
print. Seen on stage as all Tributes hold 
hands and stand united before the Capitol 
citizens. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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58. “enobarIa” golden skIrt and bracelets from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Highly stylized 
ornate gold skirt comprised of numerous gold chains of varied sizes and adorned with golden dangle accents. Includes 
a pair of metallic gold arm cuffs. Part of Enobaria’s opulent ensemble seen during Caesar’s Quarter Quell interview of 
each tribute. In production used condition. $200 - $300

57. female morphlIng 
camouflage IntervIew jacket 
from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) A custom 
made long sleeve jacket of black 
vinyl with exaggerated cape collar, 
multiple pockets, and with hand 
painted woodland camouflage 
pattern on sleeves and collar. From 
the interview scenes. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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59. “chaff” IntervIew ensemble from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Organic material basket-weave 
jacket with tails, unraveled collar and 
lapels, and faux grain sprig décor at lapel. 
Includes a pair of metallic gold pants, a 
long sleeve chocolate brown shirt with 
integral ascot. Seen on stage as all Tributes 
hold hands and stand united before the 
Capitol citizens. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

60. “peeta mellark” whIte 2-pIece IntervIew 
suIt from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Highly stylized custom-tailored white 
2-piece suit consisting of a single-button jacket 
with unique split lapel and a pair of flat-front pants 
with split at ankle. Includes a long sleeve crème 
turtleneck and a pair of white leather boots with 
large leather strap closure. Featured prominently as 
Peeta is interviewed by Caesar and reveals to the 
citizens of the Capitol that Katniss is pregnant. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300
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61. gamemaker (6) purple robes from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection of (6) dark purple long 
sleeve knee-length robes with snap front closures, loose lapels with glitter ribbon piping. Exhibiting light studio distress. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

62. “johanna mason” trIbute combat 
wetsuIt from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic short 
sleeve black wetsuit with silver shoulder 
panels, textured hexagonal pattern at chest, 
back and sides, silver stitch detail. Wetsuit 
retains interior bias label marked “Johanna 
Stunt”. This is Johanna’s arena ensemble 
during the Quarter Quell. In production 
used condition. $600 - $800
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64. “brutus” trIbute combat wetsuIt 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Iconic short sleeve black 
wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, textured 
hexagonal pattern at chest, back and sides, 
silver stitch detail, with internal bias label 
marked, “Brutus”. Also includes a pair of 
black boxing-style boots. This is Brutus’ 
arena ensemble during the Quarter Quell. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300

63. “cashmere” trIbute combat wetsuIt 
from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Iconic, long sleeve black wetsuit with 
silver shoulder panels, textured hexagonal 
pattern at chest, back and sides, silver stitch 
detail, and attached black sleeves with thumb 
loops. Wetsuit retains interior bias label 
marked “Cashmere.” Also includes a pair of 
black and gray kneepads and a pair of black 
boxing-style boots marked “Cashmere”. 
This is Cashmere’s arena ensemble during 
the Quarter Quell. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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65. “wIress” trIbute combat wetsuIt 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Iconic short sleeve black 
wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, textured 
hexagonal pattern at chest, back and sides, 
silver stitch detail, with internal bias label 
marked, “Wiress”. This is Wiress’ arena 
ensemble during the Quarter Quell. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

66. collectIon of (7) prop spears 
from cornucopIa from The hunger 
games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Collection 
of (7) prop spears comprised of metal shaft 
and painted cast hard rubber spearheads 
measuring 72 in. Seen in the Cornucopia 
during the Quarter Quell. Spears exhibit 
varying degrees of production distress. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300
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68. “fInnIck odaIr” trIbute 
combat wetsuIt from The 
hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Iconic, long sleeve black 
wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, 
textured hexagonal pattern at chest, 
back and sides, silver stitch detail, 
and attached black sleeves with 
integral elbow pads and thumb 
loops. Wetsuit retains interior bias 
label marked “Finnick.” This is 
Finnick’s arena ensemble during 
the Quarter Quell. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

67. “mags” trIbute combat wetsuIt 
from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Iconic, long sleeve black 
wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, 
textured hexagonal pattern at chest, back 
and sides, silver stitch detail, and attached 
black sleeves with thumb loops. Wetsuit 
retains interior bias label marked “Mags 
2.” This is Mag’s arena ensemble during 
the Quarter Quell. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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70. “katnIss everdeen” QuIver from 
The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Consisting of a black nylon fabric 
arrow quiver with gray metal trim at the rim 
and bottom of the quiver. With matching 
nylon shoulder strap, and belt with buckle. 
From the Quarter Quell as part of Katniss’ 
arena ensemble. Lightly studio distressed. In 
production used condition. $600 - $800

69. “katnIss everdeen” trIbute combat 
wetsuIt from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic, long sleeve 
black wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, 
textured hexagonal pattern at chest, back and 
sides, silver stitch detail, and attached black 
sleeves with integral elbow pads and thumb 
loops. Wetsuit retains interior bias label marked 
“Katniss.” This is Katniss’ arena ensemble from 
the Quarter Quell. Lightly studio distressed. In 
production used condition. $2,000 - $3,000

Back view

“katnIss everdeen” 
QuIver

“katnIss everdeen” 
trIbute 

combat wetsuIt
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72. “gloss” trIbute combat wetsuIt 
from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Iconic short sleeve black wetsuit with 
silver shoulder panels, textured hexagonal 
pattern at chest, back and sides, and silver 
stitch detail. Wetsuit retains interior bias label 
marked “Gloss.” This is Gloss’ arena ensemble 
during the Quarter Quell. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

71. “seeder” arena wetsuIt from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic long sleeve, black wetsuit 
with silver shoulder panels, textured hexagonal pattern at 
chest, back and sides, silver stitch detail, and attached black 
sleeves with integral elbow pads and thumb loops. Wetsuit 
retains interior bias label marked “Seeder.” Also includes a 
pair of black and gray kneepads and a pair of black boxing-
style boots. This is Seeder’s arena ensemble during the 
Quarter Quell. Expertly studio distressed. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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73. “peeta mellark” trIbute combat 
wetsuIt from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic short sleeve 
black wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, 
textured hexagonal pattern at chest, back 
and sides, silver stitch detail. Wetsuit retains 
interior bias label marked “Peeta 3”. This is 
Peeta’s arena ensemble during the Quarter 
Quell. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

74. “katnIss everdeen” trIbute combat 
wetsuIt from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic, long sleeve 
black wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, 
textured hexagonal pattern at chest, back and 
sides, silver stitch detail, and attached black 
sleeves with integral elbow pads and thumb 
loops. Wetsuit retains interior bias label marked 
“Katniss.” This is Katniss’ arena ensemble 
during the Quarter Quell. Expertly studio 
distressed. In production used condition. 
$2,000 - $3,000

“katnIss everdeen” 
trIbute combat wetsuIt
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75. spIle prop and “drInk up - h” note sent to “katnIss” from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Consisting of (1) cast hard rubber 4.25 in. long tree-tapping spile prop 
and (1) “Drink Up-H” 3.5 x 1.25 in. paper note. The spile and note are sent by Haymitch to 
Katniss during the Quarter Quell and provides a source of water. In production used condition. 
$400 - $600

76. female and male “morphlIng” trIbute combat wetsuIts from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Set of (2) iconic, short sleeve black wetsuits with silver shoulder panels, textured hexagonal patterns at chest, back and sides, 
silver stitch detail. Wetsuits retain interior bias labels with male marked “Male Morphling 1” and female marked, “Female 
Morphling”. Male costume includes detached sleeves with integral elbow pads and thumb loops. These are Morphling 
arena ensembles from the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting varying degrees of studio distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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77. dIstrIct 9 trIbutes (2) combat wetsuIts for male and female from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Set of (2) costumes including 1-iconic, short sleeve black wetsuit and 1-long sleeve black wetsuit with silver shoulder 
panels, textured hexagonal patterns at chest, back and sides, silver stitch detail. Wetsuits retain interior bias labels with 
short sleeve marked “D9 Female” and long sleeve marked, “D9 Male”. These are arena ensembles from the Quarter Quell. 
Exhibiting varying degrees of studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

78. dIstrIct 2 trIbutes (2) combat wetsuIts for “brutus” and “enobarIa” from The hunger games: CaTChing 
Fire. (2013) Set of (2) costumes including iconic, short sleeve black wetsuits with silver shoulder panels, textured hexagonal 
patterns at chest, back and sides, silver stitch detail. Wetsuits retain interior bias labels 1-marked “Enobaria” and 1-”Brutus”. 
These are Enobaria and Brutus’s arena ensembles during the Quarter Quell. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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80. dIstrIct 3 trIbutes (2) combat wetsuIts for “beetee” and “wIress” from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Set of (2) costumes including iconic, short sleeve black wetsuits with silver shoulder panels, textured hexagonal patterns 
at chest, back and sides, silver stitch detail. Wetsuits retains interior bias labels 1-marked “Beetee” and 1-”Wiress”.  These are 
Beetee and Wiress’ arena ensembles during the Quarter Quell. In production used condition. $200 - $300

79. “fInnIck odaIr” trIbute 
combat wetsuIt from The hunger 
games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic, 
long sleeve black wetsuit with silver 
shoulder panels, textured hexagonal 
pattern at chest, back and sides, silver 
stitch detail, and attached black sleeves 
with integral elbow pads and thumb 
loops. Wetsuit retains interior bias label 
marked “Finnick.” This is Finnick’s 
arena ensemble during the Quarter 
Quell. Exhibiting studio distress, left arm 
wound, and soiling. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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81. paIr of “enobarIa” prop 
swords from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Set of (2) 
impressive gunmetal gray metalized 
hard resin prop swords with black 
cord-wrapped handles measuring 
33.5 in. Used by Enobaria throughout 
the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting studio 
distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

82. “johanna mason” large prop battle 
ax from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Consisting of a large stunt rubber axe prop 
expertly painted gunmetal gray with cord-wrapped 
handle measuring 27.5 in. long. Johanna’s arena 
ensemble during the Quarter Quell. Exhibiting 
studio distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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83. “beetee latIer” dIstressed trIbute 
combat wetsuIt from The hunger 
games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic 
short sleeve black wetsuit with silver 
shoulder panels, textured hexagonal pattern 
at chest, back and sides, silver stitch detail, 
and interior bias label marked “Beetie” 
[sic]. Also includes a pair of black boxing-
style boots. This is Beetee’s arena ensemble 
during the Quarter Quell in the last scene 
when lightning strikes. In highly studio 
distressed production used condition. 
$200 - $300

84. “johanna mason” trIbute combat wetsuIt 
from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. (2013) 
Iconic short sleeve black wetsuit with silver shoulder 
panels, textured hexagonal pattern at chest, back and 
sides, and silver stitch detail. Wetsuit retains interior 
bias label marked “Johanna”. This is Johanna’s arena 
ensemble during the Quarter Quell. Light studio 
distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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85. “fInnIck odaIr” trIbute combat 
wetsuIt from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Iconic short sleeve 
black wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, 
textured hexagonal pattern at chest, back 
and sides, silver stitch with interior bias label 
marked “Finnick”. Exhibiting wound to the 
left sleeve. This is Finnick’s arena ensemble 
during the Quarter Quell. Studio distressed. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300

86. “peeta mellark” dIstressed trIbute combat 
wetsuIt from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Iconic short sleeve black wetsuit with silver 
shoulder panels, textured hexagonal pattern at chest, 
back and sides, silver stitch detail. Wetsuit retains interior 
bias label marked “Peeta”. This is Peeta’s arena ensemble 
during the Quarter Quell. Heavy studio distressing. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300
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88. “haymItch abernathy” hovercraft 
ensemble from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Gray long sleeve 
gauzy cotton shirt with rough black seams and 
a pair of dark gray, coarse-weave pants with 
flap front. From the scenes on the hovercraft 
after Katniss is rescued from the games. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

87. “katnIss everdeen” dIstressed trIbute 
combat wetsuIt from The hunger games: 
CaTChing Fire. (2013) Distressed iconic short 
sleeve black wetsuit with silver shoulder panels, 
textured hexagonal pattern at chest, back and 
sides, and silver stitch detail. Wetsuit retains 
interior bias label marked “Katniss.” This is 
Katniss’ arena ensemble worn near the end of 
the Quarter Quell. Expertly studio distressed. 
In production used condition. $3,000 - $5,000

 “katnIss everdeen” 
dIstressed trIbute 

combat wetsuIt
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89. group of (8) custom made anto dress shIrts 
for “peeta”, “caesar”, and “plutarch” 
from The hunger games: CaTChing Fire. 
(2013) Collection of (8) custom made long sleeve 
shirts including (1) black and (1) dark gray with 
internal bias labels marked, “JH March 2014,” (1) 
plum and (1) navy with internal bias labels marked, 
“PSH Sept. 2012,” (1) purple and (1) chocolate 
with bias labels marked, “ST Sept. 2012,” (1) white 
with internal bias label marked, “DS March 2014,” 
and (1) white collarless unmarked. For various 
characters throughout the series. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

90. 2nd unIt clapperboard from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) A plexiglass clapperboard with 
traditional hinged wooden clapstick present at top with signature 
multi-colored interleaved diagonal lines measuring 11 x 9.5 
in. Professionally printed with, “Mockingjay ‘Second Unit’/ 
Director Charlie Gibson/ Cinematography Josh Bleibtreu.” 
White label tape at bottom, handwritten “12.19.13”. Includes 
2-extra faceplates. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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92. “fInnIck odaIr” hospItal gown from 
The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. 
(2014) Crème-colored short sleeve hospital 
gown with square neckline, a pair of beige 
button-fly leggings, and a pair of stylized 
booties. From scenes in District 13 when 
Finnick recovers from the Quarter Quell. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

91. “katnIss everdeen” hospItal gown 
from The hunger games: moCkingjay - 
ParT 1. (2014) Crème-colored short sleeve 
hospital gown with square neckline, a pair 
of long white leggings, and a pair of stylized 
booties, and Katniss hero medical materials 
including 4-wide elastic bandages, an empty 
tin jar, and a production branded “Morphling” 
I.V. bag filled with liquid and with rubber 
tubing attached. From the opening scenes as 
she is recovering from the Quarter Quell in 
District 13. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

“katnIss 
everdeen” 

hospItal gown
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93. “boggs” mIlItary ensemble from The 
hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) 
Long sleeve washed black jacket with rank 
insignia below collar, a pair of washed black cargo 
pants, a short sleeve black v-neck t-shirt marked 
“Boggs,” a black belt with magnetic buckle, and a 
pair of black leather and nylon boots. From scenes 
in District 13. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

94. “peacekeeper” complete 
unIform wIth prop handgun 
and rIfle from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. 
(2014) Complete Peacekeeper 
uniform consisting of a long sleeve 
futuristic light gray hooded tunic, a 
pair of matching pants with integral 
kneepads, a cast hard rubber and 
fabric upper body armor vest, a 
pair of ventilated studio painted 
gloves, a pair of custom made 
tall gray leather boots with heel 
to calf zipper back closure, and a 
two-tone gray plastic helmet with 
retractable tinted clear visor. Also 
includes a leg holster with fixed 
stunt pistol, an ammo magazine 
leg holster with prop ammo, and 
a hard rubber futuristic stunt rifle. 
From battle sequences throughout 
The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, 
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay 
- Part 1, and The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay - Part 2. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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95. “beetee latIer” dIstrIct 13 ensemble 
from The hunger games: moCkingjay - 
ParT 1. (2014) Long sleeve olive twill shirt 
with banded collar retaining internal bias label 
marked “Beetee 1,” a long sleeve oatmeal henley, 
a pair of olive twill pants retaining internal bias 
label marked “Beetee 1,” an olive belt with 
magnetic buckle, a pair of olive knit fingerless 
gloves, and a pair of gray canvas Israeli low-lace 
boots. From scenes in District 13. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

96. “castor” dIstrIct 13 coveralls from 
The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. 
(2014) Dark gray/green coveralls with pockets, 
hook and velcro banded collar, front zipper 
closure, and velcro waistband retaining interior 
bias label marked “CAS1” and a pair of Israeli 
canvas low lace boots. From scenes in District 
13. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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97. “presIdent coIn” dIstrIct 13 
cIvIlIan ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) 
Long sleeve olive twill shirt with banded 
collar retaining internal bias label marked 
“Coin 2,” a pair of olive twill pants 
retaining internal bias label marked 
“Coin,” and an olive belt with magnetic 
buckle marked “Coin.”  From scenes 
in the District 13 meeting room. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

98. “prIm” dIstrIct 13 cIvIlIan ensemble 
from The hunger games: moCkingjay - 
ParT 1. (2014) Long sleeve olive twill shirt 
with banded collar retaining internal bias label 
marked “Prim 1,” a pair of olive twill pants 
retaining internal bias label marked “Prim”, 
oatmeal henley shirt, and a pair of Israeli canvas 
low lace boots. From scenes in the District 13 
meeting room. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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99. “plutarch heavensbee” dIstrIct 
13 cIvIlIan ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Long 
sleeve olive twill shirt with banded collar, a 
pair of olive twill pants, an olive web belt with 
magnetic buckle, and a pair of Israeli canvas 
low lace boots. All pieces with interior bias 
labels marked for “Plutarch”. From scenes in 
the District 13 meeting room. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

100. “presIdent snow” (9) groomIng accessorIes from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) 
Collection of (9) metalized plastic personal accessories consisting of: (1) handheld mirror measuring 10.5 in. long, (1) 
hairbrush, (1) comb, (1) shaving mug with (1) brush, (1) nailbrush, (1) shoe brush. Also includes (2) additional mugs. 
From President Snow’s mansion. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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102. panem (2) general’s jackets from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) A set of (2) stylized gray 
wool jackets with black leather sleeves, asymmetrical bibs, bronze chevrons at collars, tiered golden epaulets, and golden 
cord ornamentation. From the scene in President Snow’s council chamber. In production used condition. $200 - $300

101. “presIdent snow” panem branded (2) 5-pIece dInnerware sets from The hunger games: moCkingjay - 
ParT 1. (2014) A set of (2) Presidential serving sets consisting of a total of 10-pieces of elegant dinnerware in 2-sets with clay 
red rim and etched gold border including (2) 12 in. serving plates, (2) 10 in. dinner plates, (2) 8.5 in. salad plates, (2) coffee 
cups, and (2) 5 in. saucers. All pieces but the cup are marked with an iconic gold gilt Panem eagle emblem. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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103. collectIon of (8) productIon made gold panem eagle dIscs from The hunger games: moCkingjay - 
ParT 1. (2014) Collection of (8) 7.25 in. cardstock discs featuring the Panem eagle icon grasping arrows on the gold 
printed face of the disc. Verso remains blank. Created as set decoration in the Presidential mansion. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

104. “egerIa” capItol mInIster ensemble 
from The hunger games: moCkingjay - 
ParT 1. (2014) Custom-made light gray and 
red wool knee-length jacket with golden 
metal collar tips retaining internal bias 
label marked “Egeria 2”, a pair of light gray 
pleated-front wool pants, and a pair of black 
high-heel ankle boots and gray leather gloves. 
Ensemble is highly visible throughout many 
scenes in the presidential mansion when 
Egeria and President Snow are speaking 
together in The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - 
Part 1 and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - 
Part 2. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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105. “presIdent snow” panem branded (2) 5-pIece dInnerware sets from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 
1. (2014) A set of (2) Presidential serving sets consisting of a total of 10-pieces of elegant dinnerware in 2-sets with clay red 
rim and etched gold border including (2) 12 in. serving plates, (2) 10 in. dinner plates, (2) 8.5 in. salad plates, (2) coffee cups, 
and (2) 5 in. saucers. All pieces but the cup are marked with an iconic gold gilt Panem eagle emblem. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

106. “katnIss everdeen” (2) dIstrIct 13 coveralls from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) 
Set of (2) coveralls including 2-dark gray/green long sleeved coveralls with snap collars and button front closures and 
1-matching web belt with magnetic front clasp closure with bias label marked, “KE 1”. Exhibiting light studio distress. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300
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107. “mrs. everdeen” dIstrIct 13
ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Long sleeve
black knit button-front sweater, a long
sleeve oatmeal henley, a pair of olive flat
front pants, and an olive belt with magnetic
buckle. The henley shirt, pants, and belt all
retain a bias label marked “Mom.” Seen in
District 13. In production used condition.
$200 - $300

108. “katnIss everdeen” and

“mrs. everdeen” dIstrIct 13
nIghtgownS From The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) 
Set of (2) nightgowns including 
(1) Katniss long sleeve henley-style
oatmeal-colored nightgown with
beige collar and cuffs. Retains internal
bias label marked “KE2.” And (1) Mrs. 
Everdeen long sleeve henley-style
oatmeal-colored nightgown with
beige collar and cuffs. Retains internal
bias label marked “Mom.” From the
scene in the Everdeen compartment
of District 13 when Katniss has
a nightmare. In production used
condition. $200 - $300
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109. “gale hawthorne” dIstrIct

13 cIvIlIan ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

1. (2014) Long sleeve olive shirt with
banded collar retaining internal bias
label marked “GH 4,” and a pair of
olive flat-front pants retaining internal
bias label marked “GH 2.” From
scenes in District 13. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

110. “haymItch abernathy” dIstrIct

13 cIvIlIan ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

1. (2014) Long sleeve olive shirt with
banded collar retaining internal bias label
marked “HA 4,” a pair of olive flat-front
pants retaining internal bias label marked
“HA 4,” and a long sleeve oatmeal henley
retaining internal bias label marked “HA
3.” Includes a dark gray beanie, an olive
web-belt with magnetic buckle marked
“HA 2,” and a pair of gray canvas Israeli
low-lace boots marked “HAY.” Worn
throughout Haymitch’s time in District
13 and prominently featured as Haymitch
congratulates Katniss on a poorly acted
Mockingjay propaganda video. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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111. “gale hawthorne” hero sIgnature non-fIrIng

prop crossbow from The hunger games: moCkingjay -
ParT 1. (2014) Impressive hero prop crossbow configured in
cocked position with operational scope and mounted bolt case 
with 9-fixed bolts and operational flashlight on lower barrel. 
Includes an olive green padded, nylon crossbow carrying
case. Built by Beetee in The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part
1, this crossbow was used throughout The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 1 and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part
2. In production used condition. $200 - $300

112. collectIon of (6) “gale

hawthorne” crossbow bolts

from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Set of (6) prop black aluminum
bolts with black rubber vanes
measuring 18 in. including: (2)
faux “incendiary” arrows with a
red stripe near the nock, (2) faux
“explosive” arrows marked with
a yellow stripe near the nock, and
(2) prop “regular” arrows that are
all black. Designed by Beetee in his
laboratory and given to Gale with
his crossbow, he uses these arrows
throughout The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 1 and The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. 
$200 - $300
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114. “katnIss everdeen” collectIon of arrowheads from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Collection of (12) prop arrowheads including (3) red hero metal retractable heads, (3) yellow hero metal retractable heads, 
(3) red rubber static heads, and (3) yellow rubber static heads. Used by Katniss throughout the film. Exhibiting studio
distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

113. “peacekeeper” complete unIform

wIth prop handgun and rIfle from

The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

1. (2014) Complete Peacekeeper uniform
consisting of a long sleeve futuristic light
gray hooded tunic, a pair of matching pants
with integral kneepads, a cast hard rubber
and fabric upper body armor vest, a pair of
ventilated studio painted gloves, a pair of
custom made tall gray leather boots with heel
to calf zipper back closure, and a two-tone
gray plastic helmet with retractable tinted clear
visor. Also includes a leg holster with fixed
stunt pistol, an ammo magazine leg holster
with prop ammo, and a hard rubber futuristic
stunt rifle. From battle sequences throughout
The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, and The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In production used
condition. $200 - $300
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116. “gale hawthorne” coveralls

from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 1. (2014) Dark gray 1-piece
jumpsuit with pockets, hook and velcro
banded collar, front zipper closure, and
velcro waistband retaining interior bias
label marked “GH 1.” Jumpsuit branded
at collar with a two-tone gray rank
insignia attached with double-sided tape.
Includes a pair of gray canvas Israeli low-
lace boots marked “Gale.” From scenes in
District 13. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

115. “effIe trInket” dIstrIct

13 jumpsuIt ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

1. (2014) Heavy-knit charcoal gray
cotton and cashmere cardigan with
high neck and button front closures,
skirt constructed from a District 13
civilian long sleeve olive shirt with
banded collar and button closures,
and a pair of extra long gray leggings
with black elastic waistband. Effie
wears this as she sends off Katniss on
the hovercraft to visit the District 8
hospital to film a new propaganda
video. The cardigan is with a different
ensemble later in the film. The gray
tank top is not included in this lot. In
production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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118. “castor” dIstrIct 13 cIvIlIan 
ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. 
(2014) Long sleeve olive twill 
shirt with banded collar retaining 
internal bias label marked “Cas 1,” 
a short sleeve oatmeal henley, a pair 
of olive twill pants retaining internal 
bias label marked “Cas 1,” and a 
pair of gray canvas Israeli low-lace 
boots. From scenes in District 13 
and highly visible during Annie and 
Finnick’s wedding. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

117. “prImrose everdeen” dIstrIct

13 cIvIlIan dress from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Olive 1-piece button front-closure dress
with banded collar and integral fabric
belt, a pair of gray long johns, and a pair
of gray felt booties. From the scene in
Peeta’s room of the District 13 hospital. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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119.“pollux” dIstrIct 13 coveralls

from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 1. (2014) Olive 1-piece jumpsuit
with pockets, snap banded collar, and
button front-closure retaining internal
bias label marked “Pol 1,” a short sleeve
oatmeal heathered crew neck shirt, and
a pair of gray canvas Israeli low-lace
boots. Includes a gray canvas web-belt
cargo pack with multiple pouches. From
the scene when Pollux joins Katniss,
Cressida, Messalla, and Castor in viewing
the white roses the Capitol dropped on
District 13. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300

120.“messalla” dIstrIct 13 coveralls

from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 1. (2014) Consisting of an olive
1-piece jumpsuit with pockets, snap banded
collar, and button front-closure, and a pair of
gray canvas Israeli low-lace boots. Jumpsuit
retains internal bias label marked “Messalla
1.” From scenes in District 13 and highly
visible during Annie and Finnick’s wedding. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300
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122. “fInnIck odaIr” coveralls wIth

rankIng from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Dark gray
1-piece jumpsuit with pockets, hook and
velcro banded collar, front zipper closure, and
velcro waistband retaining interior bias label
marked “FO 1.” Jumpsuit with band collar
and a two-tone gray rank insignia attached
with double-sided tape. Includes a pair of gray
canvas Israeli low-lace boots. From scenes in
District 13. In production used condition.
$200 - $300

121. “katnIss everdeen” dIstrIct 13
cIvIlIan ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Long sleeve olive twill shirt with banded
collar with bias label marked, “KE 2”, a pair
of olive twill pants with bias label marked,
“KE 6”, distressed gray tank top, an olive
belt with magnetic buckle marked, “KE
3”, and a pair of Israeli gray canvas low
lace boots. From scenes in District 13. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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123. panem (3) golden eagle InsIgnIas from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Collection of (3) 9
in. diameter Panem Eagle insignia plaques. Constructed of cast polyfoam and expertly studio painted in metallic gold. This
symbol of the severe Panem architectural-style eagle grasping a bundle of arrows in its talons is visible in Capitol scenes. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

124. “presIdent snow” executIve order from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Consisting of a
typed letter on 8.25 x 11.75 in. President Snow official buff-colored stationery. With gold gilt Panem icon and signed at the
bottom right in black, “CS”. Content involves an order giving more power to the Presidency. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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125. “presIdent snow” panem branded (2) 5-pIece dInnerware sets from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

1. (2014) A set of (2) Presidential serving sets consisting of a total of 10-pieces of elegant dinnerware in 2-sets with clay red
rim and etched gold border including (2) 12 in. serving plates, (2) 10 in. dinner plates, (2) 8.5 in. salad plates, (2) coffee cups,
and (2) 5 in. saucers. All pieces but the cup are marked with an iconic gold gilt Panem eagle emblem. In production used
condition. $200 - $300

126. “peeta mellark” fInal IntervIew

suIt from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) A gray
2-piece suit consisting of a double-breasted, 
peak lapel jacket with an asymmetrical
vented back, and a pair of matching flat
front pants. Includes a two-tone gray shirt
with exaggerated asymmetrical collar and
button-front closure, a pair of two-tone
silver and gray leather oxfords with white
laces. Peeta is wearing this as he addresses
the Capitol for the last time and warns
Katniss that an attack on District 13 is about
to happen. In production used condition.
$200 - $300
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128. “katnIss everdeen” dIstrIct 13
coveralls from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Consisting of 
gray/green long sleeved coveralls with snap 
collar and button front closure with bias label 
marked, “Closed KE1”, long sleeve oatmeal 
colored henley with internal bias label marked, 
“KE 5”, and a pair of Israeli low-lace boots. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

127. “gale hawthorne” coveralls

from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 1. (2014) Olive 1-piece jumpsuit
with pockets, snap banded collar, and
zipper front-closure retaining internal
bias label marked “GH 2,” and a short
sleeve oatmeal heathered crew neck shirt. 
From scenes in the District 13 command
center. In production used condition.
$200 - $300
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129.hovercraft technIcIan (2) jumpsuIts from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Set of (2) costumes
consisting of 2-light gray fleece zipper front coveralls with dark gray ribbed wool collar, cuffs, and hems. In production used
condition. $200 - $300

130. collectIon of (4) tabletop projectors from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Collection
of (4) 10 x 6 x 1.5 in. metalized resin frame projector props. Each of the frames features a row of embedded white LED
lights. Electronics present, but untested. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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131. “katnIss everdeen” dIstrIct 13
dIstressed coveralls from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Consisting of dark gray long sleeve coveralls
with snap collar and button front closure. Also
includes sleeveless cropped oatmeal colored
henley button front shirt and a pair of Israeli
low-lace canvas boost. Exhibiting light studio
distress and soiling. Worn by Katniss during
the bombing of District 13. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

132.collectIon of (5) dIstrIct 13 underground bunker emergency lIghts from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 1. (2014) Collection of (5) battery operated lights measuring 11 x 3 in. with black base and handle, two central 180
degree rotating orange light panels, and three light settings. Measuring 10.5 in. open position. Used by District 13 citizens
during the Capitol attack. Electronics untested. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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133. “katnIss everdeen” makeup

dressIng smock from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - 1. (2014)
Consisting of a black synthetic fabric
makeup smock with snap collar
closure. Includes a pair of gray felt
booties. From the scene when Katniss
is being groomed and prepared for
the Propo film. In production used
condition. $200 - $300

“katnIss everdeen” 
mockIngjay 

stunt ensemble

134. “katnIss everdeen” mockIngjay

stunt ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Consisting of a black canvas long sleeve zip-
front jacket with interwoven nylon strap
detail at front, integral black rubber forearm
guard, a pair of black textured rubberized
pants with cargo pockets marked “KE
Stunt”, and a pair of black high-top boots
with zipper and lace closures. In production
used condition. $1,000 - $1,500
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136. “katnIss everdeen” collectIon of arrowheads from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

1. (2014) Collection of (12) prop arrowheads including (3) red hero metal retractable heads, (3) yellow
hero metal retractable heads, (3) red rubber static heads, and (3) yellow rubber static heads. Used by Katniss
throughout the film. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

135. “katnIss everdeen” QuIver from

The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1.
(2014) Consisting of a 21 x 4.5 in. black cast
rubber rectangular quiver with vacuum formed
plastic rim and bottom and fitted with a metal
mounting rod on the backside. With an insert
featuring slots for 12 arrows. In production used
condition. $800 - $1,200

“katnIss everdeen” QuIver
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137. resIstance fIghter (5) helmets from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Collection of (5)
injection-molded polymer helmets with side-mounted lights. Used by resistance fighters throughout The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 1 and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. Electronics untested. Exhibiting studio distress. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

138. “presIdent snow” purple

and black jacket from The

hunger games: moCkingjay -
ParT 1. (2014) A custom-tailored
black and purple ¾-length fur
coat with zipper closure. From
the scene when President Snow
addresses Katniss directly during
Peeta and Johanna’s rescue attempt. 
Also includes a white rose added
for display. In production used
condition. $200 - $300
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139. “peacekeeper” complete unIform wIth prop

handgun and rIfle from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Complete Peacekeeper
uniform consisting of a long sleeve futuristic light gray
hooded tunic, a pair of matching pants with integral
kneepads, a cast hard rubber and fabric upper body
armor vest, a pair of ventilated studio painted gloves, a
pair of custom made tall gray leather boots with heel
to calf zipper back closure, and a two-tone gray plastic
helmet with retractable tinted clear visor. Also includes
a leg holster with fixed stunt pistol, an ammo magazine
leg holster with prop ammo, and a hard rubber futuristic
stunt rifle. From battle sequences throughout The Hunger
Games: Catching Fire, The Hunger Games: Mockingjay -
Part 1, and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

140. “katnIss everdeen”
hospItal slIp dress from The

hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 1. (2014) Consisting of a
light gray knit jersey hospital tube
dress with lining. Featuring a single
shoulder strap. From the scenes
when Katniss is in the hospital in
District 13. In production used
condition. $200 - $300
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141.“peeta mellark”, “annIe cresta” and “johanna mason” hospItal scrubs from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014) Collection of (3) hospital scrubs including (1) Peeta pale yellow, short sleeve v-neck
top with diagonal quilted panel on front with small plastic clips extending down left shoulder, and gray “6728”
lettering on the right sleeve, (1) pale yellow, short sleeve v-neck top with diagonal quilted panel on front with small
plastic clips extending down left shoulder, and gray “8749” numbers on the right sleeve and (1) pale yellow, short
sleeve v-neck top with diagonal quilted panel on front with small plastic clips extending down left shoulder, and
gray “457” numbers on the right sleeve. Each of the scrubs includes a pair of matching drawstring pants. Worn by the
cast after they are rescued from the Capitol and in the District 13 hospital. Expertly studio distressed. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

142.“pollux” combat ensemble wIth Insect rIdge

camera pack from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 1. (2014) Consisting of a black canvas jacket
with zippered snap collar, pockets and utility pouches,
elastic collar, cuffs and sleeves with insect ridge details,
matching canvas pants with cargo pockets and integral
suspenders, a gray henley undershirt, a pair of size 9
lace-up military boots with leather straps and buckles, a
foam padded vented chest plate, a right-hand fingerless
glove with prop faux electronic components. Includes
a fiberglass insect shell prop “camera” backpack. The
jacket, henley, and pants, all retain inner “Pollux”
markings or labels. The insect ridge backpack is marked, 
“Caster #2”. Exhibiting studio distress. Worn by Pollux
while filming Katniss in The Hunger Games: Mockingjay
- Part 1 and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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143. “gale hawthorne” combat ensemble

and prop stunt crossbow from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Consisting of a custom black stylized canvas
jacket with zippered bias snap collar, hip pockets, 
diagonal chest pocket and utility pouches,
elastic collar and cuffs, a pair of matching canvas
pants with custom cargo pockets and integral
suspenders, a gray canvas cargo pack with
multiple pouches, a gray henley undershirt,
a pair of size 11 lace-up military boots with
leather straps and buckles, a custom foam
padded vented chest and back plate. Includes
a webbing and plastic holster with prop rubber
knife, rubber stunt 9mm handgun, and prop
grenade. Also includes an impressive molded
black rubber static stunt prop crossbow in
cocked position with prop scope and mounted
bolt case with (8) fixed rubber bolts (red, black, 
and yellow) and prop flashlight on lower barrel. 
All pieces but holster and crossbow marked for
character “Gale.” Worn in the Capitol attack
scenes in The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part
1 and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. 
Exhibiting studio distress. In production used
condition. $200 - $300
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145. “castor” combat ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 1. (2014)
Consisting of a custom black canvas jacket
with zippered bias snap collar, hip pockets,
chest pocket and utility pouches, elastic collar
and cuffs, and insect ridge sleeve details with
internal bias label marked, “Castor”, a pair of
matching canvas pants with cargo pockets and
integral suspenders with internal bias label
marked, “Castor”, a gray henley undershirt,
a pair of size 10 lace-up military boots with
leather straps and buckles, a foam padded chest
armor plate, a single black fingerless right-
hand glove with braided wire and metal prop
electronic components. Includes a webbing
and plastic holster with prop rubber stunt
9mm handgun. From the Capitol attack scenes. 
Exhibiting studio distress. In production used
condition. $200 - $300

144. “presIdent coIn” ensemble from

The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

1. (2014) Consisting of a dark gray long
sleeve jacket with a tab collar, button front
closure, and 2-tone insignia with interior
bias label marked “Coin 2,” matching pants
with interior bias label marked, “Coin 2,”
and a long sleeve gray henley with interior
bias label marked, “Coin 2”. President
Coin wears this ensemble at the District
13 collective center. In production used
condition. $200 - $300
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146. “dr. aurelIus” dIstrIct 13
medIcal outfIt from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of long sleeve light gray
button front coveralls, snap collar, with
internal bias label marked, “DR. A,”
sheer mint green snap front lab coat
with squared collar and integral fabric
tie at the waist, and a pair of gray ankle
boots. In production used condition.
$200 - $300

147. “peeta mellark” hospItal

gown ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2.
(2015) Consisting of a white cotton
hospital tunic with squared collar,
matching long johns with button
front closure, and a pair of white
gel shoes marked on the interior,
“Peeta”. Includes a Peeta hospital
bracelet with embossed aluminum
nameplate. Visible in Peeta’s hospital
scenes. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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148. “annIe cresta” dIstrIct 13
cIvIlIan ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Long sleeve olive twill shirt with banded
collar, a pair of olive twill pants, long sleeve
oatmeal colored henley shirt, and an olive
belt with magnetic buckle. All pieces with
interior bias labels marked, “Annie”. From
scenes in the District 13 meeting room. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

149. “fInnIck odaIr” coveralls wIth

mIlItary InsIgnIa from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Dark gray 1-piece jumpsuit with pockets,
hook and velcro banded collar, front zipper
closure, and velcro waistband retaining
interior bias label marked “FO 2.” Jumpsuit
with band collar and a two-tone gray
rank insignia attached with double-sided
tape. Worn by Finnick in District 13. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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150. “pugnax” capItol loyalIst

ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) 
Consisting of a brown denim jacket 
with two large front pockets, button-
front closures and a unique clear plastic 
patch with yellow insignia on left upper 
arm. Inner jacket lined with five squib 
remnants. Includes a pair of slate denim 
pants with exaggerated front exterior 
pockets, and a gray crew neck t-shirt. 
Also includes a pair of goggles with 
large eyepieces. Pugnax exits the mine 
to threaten Katniss before she inspires 
the crowd. Ensemble has been expertly 
studio distressed. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

151. “peacekeeper” complete unIform wIth prop handgun

from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Complete Peacekeeper uniform consisting of a long sleeve
futuristic light gray hooded tunic, a pair of matching pants with
integral kneepads, a cast hard rubber and fabric upper body
armor vest, a pair of ventilated studio painted gloves, a pair of
custom made tall gray leather boots with heel to calf zipper
back closure, and a two-tone gray plastic helmet with retractable
tinted clear visor. Also includes a leg holster with fixed stunt
pistol, and an ammo magazine leg holster with prop ammo. From
battle sequences throughout The Hunger Games: Catching Fire,
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, and The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 2. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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152. “presIdent snow” panem branded (2) 5-pIece dInnerware sets from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) A set of (2) Presidential serving sets consisting of a total of 10-pieces of elegant dinnerware in 2-sets with clay red
rim and etched gold border including (2) 12 in. serving plates, (2) 10 in. dinner plates, (2) 8.5 in. salad plates, (2) coffee cups, 
and (2) 5 in. saucers. All pieces but the cup are marked with an iconic gold gilt Panem eagle emblem. Visible during dinner at
the Presidential mansion when Snow confronts Antonius. In production used condition. $200 - $300

153. “presIdent snow” black tIe

formal ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) A
distinguished 2-piece black suit consisting
of a jacket with a single-button closure,
purple pinstripes, and a purple horsehair
lapel and matching flat front pants. Includes
a white custom-made basket weave shirt
with detached French cuff sleeves and an
interior label marked “D S March 2014.”
A pair of black suspenders, a pair of silver-
toned mother of pearl cufflinks, a pair of
black gloves, and a purple horsehair necktie.
Also includes a white rose added for display.
Worn by President Snow as he confronts
Antonius in the dining room. In production
used condition. $200 - $300
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154.panem general’s unIform ensemble

from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 2. (2015) Highly stylized gray
wool jacket with black leather sleeves,
an asymmetrical bib, bronze chevrons at
collar, tiered golden epaulets, and golden
cord ornamentation. Includes a pair of gray
wool trousers and black leather ankle boots. 
From scenes in President Snow’s office. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

155. “avox” ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) Dark gray long sleeve robe
with detachable rose to black ombré
overlay. Includes a red to black ombré
oval headpiece. Instantly recognizable
costumes worn by servants of the
Capitol, and visible throughout The
Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1 and
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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156. capItol mInIsters (2) ensembles from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Set of (2) custom-made
light gray and red wool knee-length jackets with golden metal collar tips and a pair of light gray pleated-front wool pants.
From scenes in the presidential mansion when President Snow convenes around the council table in The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 1 and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In production used condition. $200 - $300

157. “presIdent snow” panem branded (2) 5-pIece dInnerware sets from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) A set of (2) Presidential serving sets consisting of a total of 10-pieces of elegant dinnerware in 2-sets with clay red
rim and etched gold border including (2) 12 in. serving plates, (2) 10 in. dinner plates, (2) 8.5 in. salad plates, (2) coffee cups, 
and (2) 5 in. saucers. All pieces but the cup are marked with an iconic gold gilt Panem eagle emblem. Visible during dinner
at the Presidential mansion when Snow confronts Antonius. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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158. panem (3) golden eagle InsIgnIas from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Collection of (3) 9
in. diameter Panem Eagle insignia plaques. Constructed of cast polyfoam and expertly studio painted in metallic gold. This
symbol of the severe Panem architectural-style eagle grasping a bundle of arrows in its talons is visible in Capitol scenes. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

159.“johanna mason” dIstrIct

13 hospItal gown ensemble from

The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a
white cotton hospital tunic with
squared collar, integral fabric belt,
and a pair of matching cotton,
button-front shorts. Visible in
Johanna’s hospital scenes. In
production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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160. “peeta mellark” dIstrIct 13
cIvIlIan ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Long
sleeve olive twill shirt with banded collar
retaining internal bias label marked “PM 1,”
a pair of olive twill pants retaining internal
bias label marked “PM 1,” an olive belt with
magnetic buckle marked “PM 2,” and a
pair of Israeli canvas low lace boots marked,
“Peeta”. Worn by Peeta in District 13. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

161. “johanna mason” dIstrIct 13
cIvIlIan ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of gray/green long sleeved
button front shirt with Mandarin collar, pair
of matching button front flat front pants
with bias label marked, “Johanna”, and a pair
of gray Israeli canvas low-lace boots. Worn
by Johanna in District 13. In production
used condition. $200 - $300
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162. “presIdent coIn” command

ensemble wIth mIlItary InsIgnIa from

The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 
2. (2015) Consisting of a long sleeve gray
jacket with button front closure, Mandarin
collar, 2-tone insignia with interior bias
label marked, “Coin 1” and a pair of
matching gray pants with interior bias
label marked, “Coin 2”. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

163. “plutarch heavensbee” dIstrIct

13 command ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2.
(2015) Consisting of a long sleeve gray
jacket with button front closure, Mandarin
collar and padded shoulders with internal
bias label marked, “PH 4,” matching pants
also marked, “PH 4,” a short sleeve gray
t-shirt marked, “PH 3,” a gray web belt
marked, “PH 2,” and a pair of Israeli canvas
low lace boots marked, “PH 2”. From the
scene in the command center in District 13. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300
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164. “haymItch abernathy” rebel encampment

ensemble from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a gray wool button-
front jacket with banded collar and four patch
pockets retaining internal bias label “Haymitch,”
a gray long sleeve mock turtleneck, a pair of gray
wool flat front pants. Includes a pair of black faux-
leather ankle boots, and charcoal knit wool scarf.
Worn by Haymitch in District 2. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

165.“mrs. everdeen” dIstrIct

13 dress from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2.
(2015) Long sleeve olive twill
dress with banded collar, zip-
front closure, and central skirt
pleat. Prominently featured in the
District 13 underground meadow
during Finnick and Annie’s
wedding. In production used
condition. $200 - $300
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166. “haymItch abernathy” dIstrIct 
13 ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting 
of a gray twill jacket with front-button 
closures, banded collar with snap closure, 
and gray elbow patches, a long sleeve 
oatmeal henley retaining internal bias label 
“HA 4,” a matching pair of gray twill flat-
front pants retaining label “HA 1.” Includes 
a pair of gray canvas Israeli low-lace boots 
marked on the interior “HAY.” Worn 
by Haymitch when attending Finnick 
and Annie’s wedding in the District 13 
underground meadow. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

167. “pollux” dIstrIct 13 cIvIlIan 
ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) 
Consisting of a long sleeve olive shirt 
with banded collar retaining internal 
bias label marked “POL 2,” a pair of 
olive flat-front pants retaining internal 
bias label “Pollux,” an olive belt with 
magnetic buckle marked “Pollux,” and 
a pair of gray canvas Israeli low-lace 
boots. Worn by Pollux to Finnick and 
Annie’s wedding in the District 13 
underground meadow. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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168. “annIe cresta” dIstrIct 13
cIvIlIan dress from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of a long sleeve green/gray
dress with zipper front closure, mandarin
collar and internal bias label marked
“Annie,” matching fabric belt marked,
“Annie,” and a pair of gray wool long
john pants with internal bias label
marked, “Annie”. In production used
condition. $200 - $300

169. “commander paylor” dIstrIct

2 combat ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of an expertly distressed
gray canvas coat with striped, quilted
turquoise lining and cuffs, a black wool
top with oversized turtleneck and sleeves, 
a black and gray knit extra-long scarf
with tattered edges, a 2 in. black leather
band belt with tie closure marked “#24
Paylor,” and a thin dark brown leather
belt with stylized metal buckle closure
marked “Paylor.” Includes a pair of
brown suede knee-high boots with three
dark brown buckle closures. Right shoe
marked “#24 Paylor.” From the meeting
with Commander Lyme in District 2. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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170. “beetee latIer” dIstrIct 2 rebel

encampment ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of a gray wool button-front jacket
with banded collar and four patch pockets
retaining internal bias label “Beetee,” a gray
long sleeve mock turtleneck, and a pair of
gray wool flat-front pants marked “BT.”
Includes a pair of black ankle boots with
side zippered closure, a black belt with black
and chrome striped buckle, a pair of black
leather fingerless gloves marked “BT,” and a
charcoal knit wool scarf. From the meeting
with Commander Lyme in District 2. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

171. “katnIss everdeen” mockIngjay jacket

from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) Consisting of a black canvas long sleeve
zip-front jacket with interwoven nylon strap detail
at front, integral black rubber forearm guard. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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172. “peacekeeper” complete unIform wIth prop

handgun from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) Complete Peacekeeper uniform consisting of a long
sleeve futuristic light gray hooded tunic, a pair of matching
pants with integral kneepads, a cast hard rubber and fabric
upper body armor vest, a pair of ventilated studio painted
gloves, a pair of custom made tall gray leather boots with heel
to calf zipper back closure, and a two-tone gray plastic helmet
with retractable tinted clear visor. Also includes a leg holster
with fixed stunt pistol, and an ammo magazine leg holster with
prop ammo. From battle sequences throughout The Hunger
Games: Catching Fire, The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, 
and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

173. rebel medIc ensemble from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) A custom
futuristic khaki canvas jacket with zippered bias
snap collar, hip pockets, diagonal chest pocket and
utility pouches, elastic collar and cuffs and sleeve
detail. Includes a padded ventilated chest and back
plate with velcro closure, a studio distressed medic
armband with an “M” patch, and a brown and tan
canvas satchel. Worn by a rebel medic as the troops
prepare for the assault on the Capitol. In production
used condition. $200 - $300
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174. “presIdent coIn” stunt

InauguratIon ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) This instantly recognizable
ensemble includes a gray long sleeve
button-front jacket with integral gray felt
cape retaining internal bias label marked
“Coin Stunt 2”, a pair of matching gray
leggings retaining label marked “Coin
Stunt 2”, and a pair of gray leather gloves.
President Coin’s stunt double’s ensemble at
her inauguration as the interim president
of Panem. In production used condition.
$200 - $300

175.collectIon of (6) panem branded lapel pIns from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Collection
of (6) approx. .5 in. Panem emblem lapel pins. Featuring the iconic Panem Eagle on the face of the pin with brass locking
pin backs. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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176. tower tech (2) ensembles from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Set of (2)
gray heavy hooded pullover tunics with multiple flap pockets and ribbed elastic cuffs, and 2-pairs of black
drawstring sweat pants. In production used condition. $200 - $300

177. “fInnIck odaIr” prop stunt trIdent from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of
a stunt rubber trident in static closed position measuring 43
in. long, expertly painted gunmetal gray, and studio distressed. 
Used by Finnick throughout combat scenes. In production
used condition. $200 - $300
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178. “messala” combat ensemble

from The hunger games: moCkingjay

- ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a custom
black canvas jacket with zippered bias
snap collar, hip pockets, chest pocket
and utility pouches, elastic collar and
cuffs, and detachable hood and with
internal bias label marked, “Messalla”,
a pair of matching canvas pants with
cargo pockets and integral suspenders
with internal bias label marked,
“Messalla Full Harness”, a pair of size
8 lace-up military boots with leather
straps and buckles, a foam padded chest
armor plate, and canvas pack with straps. 
Includes a webbing and plastic holster
with prop rubber stunt 9mm handgun.
From the Capitol attack scenes.
Exhibiting studio distress. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

179. “homes” combat ensemble from

The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) Consisting of a custom black
futuristic canvas jacket with zippered bias
snap collar, hip pockets, diagonal chest
pocket with utility pouches, elastic collar
and cuffs, detachable canvas hood, a pair of
matching canvas pants with custom cargo
pockets, a gray canvas web-belt cargo pack
with multiple pouches, a pair of size 9 lace-
up military boots with leather straps and
buckles, a custom foam padded vented chest
plate, and a webbing and plastic holster with
rubber stunt 9mm handgun. Jacket, pants,
cargo pack, and boots all retain markings
for “Homes.” Worn by Homes throughout
combat scenes in. Exhibiting minor studio
distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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180. collectIon of (4) dog tags from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Collection of (4) stamped
1 in. round metal dog tags on approx. 30 in. ball chains including (1) “Cressida, (1) “Castor”, (1) “Messalla”, and (1) “Leeg”.
All exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

181. “peacekeeper” complete unIform

wIth prop handgun from The hunger

games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Complete Peacekeeper uniform consisting
of a long sleeve futuristic light gray hooded
tunic, a pair of matching pants with integral
kneepads, a cast hard rubber and fabric upper
body armor vest, a pair of ventilated studio
painted gloves, a pair of custom made tall
gray leather boots with heel to calf zipper
back closure, and a two-tone gray plastic
helmet with retractable tinted clear visor.
Also includes a leg holster with fixed stunt
pistol, and an ammo magazine leg holster
with prop ammo. From battle sequences
throughout The Hunger Games: Catching Fire,
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, and
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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182. “peeta mellark” combat ensemble

from The hunger games: moCkingjay -
ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a custom black
futuristic canvas jacket with zippered bias
snap collar, hip pockets, diagonal chest pocket
with utility pouches, elastic collar and cuffs,
and black elastic band detail on right arm,
with detachable canvas hood with internal
bias label marked, “Peeta”, a pair of matching
canvas pants with custom cargo pockets and
internal bias label marked, “Peeta”, a gray
henley long sleeve shirt with integral gray
fingerless knit gloves, a pair of size 9 lace-up
military boots with leather straps and buckles
and marked, “Peeta”,  and a custom foam
padded chest and back plate. In production
used condition. $200 - $300

183. “fInnIck odaIr” prop stunt trIdent

from The hunger games: moCkingjay -
ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a stunt rubber
trident in static closed position measuring 66.5
in. long, expertly painted gunmetal gray, and
studio distressed. Used by Finnick throughout
combat scenes. In production used condition.
$200 - $300
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184.“commander paylor” brIefIng

ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Yellow
floral print quilted kimono with tie
closure, gray wool loosely folded wrap-
style overcoat with hood, a pair of
gray wool loose-fitting trousers with
tight cuffs, and a gray tank top. Worn
by Paylor in the briefing tent when
warning the troops about the dangers
of the Capitol. In production used
condition. $200 - $300

185. “lIeutenant jackson” combat

ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a 
custom black canvas jacket with zippered collar, 
utility pouches, and detachable canvas hood, 
a pair of matching canvas pants with custom 
cargo pockets, a gray canvas web-belt cargo 
pack with multiple pouches, a gray long sleeve 
henley with sewn in fingerless gloves, a pair of 
size 8 lace-up military boots with leather straps 
and buckles, a custom foam padded vented 
chest and back plate, a webbing and plastic 
holster with prop rubber knife and rubber stunt 
9mm handgun. All items retain internal labels 
or markings for character “Jackson.” Worn by 
Jackson when the rebels infiltrate the Capitol. 
Exhibiting studio distress. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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186. “cressIda” combat ensemble from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of a custom black futuristic canvas
jacket with zippered bias snap collar, pockets,
utility pouches, elastic collar and cuffs, and black
elastic sleeves, with detachable canvas hood
retaining internal bias label marked “Cressida,” a
pair of matching canvas pants with custom cargo
pockets and integral suspenders retaining internal
bias label marked “Cressida,” a gray henley long
sleeve shirt marked “Cressida 2”, fingerless
gloves, a gray canvas web-belt cargo pack with
multiple pouches, a pair of size 8 lace-up military
boots with leather straps and buckles, a custom
foam padded vented chest and back plate, and a
webbing and plastic holster marked “Cressida.”
Worn by Cressida throughout combat scenes. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

187. “katnIss everdeen” combat ensemble

from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT

2. (2015) Consisting of a custom black futuristic
canvas jacket with zippered bias snap collar, hip
pockets, diagonal chest pocket and utility pouches,
elastic collar and cuffs, and detachable hood, a pair
of matching canvas pants with custom cargo pockets
and integral suspenders retaining internal marking
“Katniss,” a gray canvas cargo pack with multiple
pouches retaining label “KE 8,” a gray henley
undershirt, and a pair of lace-up military boots with
leather straps and buckles. Worn by Katniss when the
rebels infiltrate the Capitol. Exhibiting studio distress. 
In production used condition. $3,000 - $5,000

“katnIss everdeen” 
combat ensemble
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188. “katnIss everdeen” hero communIcuff and In-ear communIcatIon devIce from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) A black molded plastic half wrist cuff comprised of vacuum formed black plastic
imprinted with technical text. 6-magnets on the inner band hold a strip of nylon fabric for comfort of wearer. Also
includes a set of prop inner ear communication devices, with 1-retaining an antenna. Worn by Katniss in the Capitol
city. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $400 - $600 189. “peeta mellark” combat ensemble

from The hunger games: moCkingjay -
ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a custom black
canvas futuristic jacket with zippered bias
snap collar, hip pockets, diagonal chest pocket
with utility pouches, elastic collar and cuffs,
and black elastic armband detail on right arm
retaining internal bias label “Peeta,” a pair of
matching canvas pants with custom cargo
pockets and retaining internal bias label “Peeta
H2O,” a heavily distressed gray canvas cargo
pack with multiple pouches labeled “PET 8,”
a pair of size 9 lace-up military boots with
leather straps and buckles labeled “Peeta
H2O,” and a long sleeve gray henley with
sewn in gray fingerless gloves. Worn by Peeta
in the underground tunnel scenes beneath the
Capitol. Pants and boots marked with H2O
to indicate use in water. Exhibiting studio
distress. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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190. “peeta mellark” handcuffs from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of a thick black rubber strap folded at each end to form loops to restrain hands. With 2-cast
resin 2 x 1.5 in. stylized square metalized static resin buckles. Used to restrain Peeta while trekking
through the Capitol. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300

191. “fInnIck odaIr” prop stunt trIdent from The

hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting
of a stunt rubber trident in static open position measuring
43 in. long, expertly painted gunmetal gray, and studio
distressed. Used by Finnick throughout combat scenes.
Exhibiting studio distress. In production used condition.
$200 - $300
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192. collectIon of (5) communIcuffs from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Collection
of (5) black molded-plastic wrist cuffs comprised of a highly stylized surface of white painted lettering and a strip
of black adhesive plastic. On the backside of the cuffs are three small magnets placed to hold a black nylon strip also
containing three small magnets. Worn by Boggs, Castor, Cressida, Pollux, and other members of the rebellion as vital
communication devices in The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1 and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

193. “leeg 1” dIstressed combat ensemble from

The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of a custom black canvas jacket with zippered
collar, utility pouches, and detachable canvas hood, a pair
of matching canvas pants with custom cargo pockets and
integral suspenders, a gray long sleeve henley with sewn
in fingerless gloves, a pair of size 9 lace-up military boots
with leather straps and buckles, a custom padded vented
chest plate, a webbing and plastic holster with rubber
stunt 9mm handgun. Jacket, pants, henley, and boots retain
internal labels for “Leeg”. Worn by Leeg when the rebels
infiltrate the Capitol. Exhibiting heavy studio soiling and
distress. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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194. “homes” dIstressed combat

ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting
of a custom black futuristic canvas jacket
with zippered bias snap collar, hip pockets, 
diagonal chest pocket with utility pouches, 
elastic collar and cuffs, detachable canvas
hood, a pair of matching canvas pants
with custom cargo pockets, a gray henley
long sleeve shirt with integral fingerless
gloves, a gray canvas web-belt cargo pack
with multiple pouches, a pair of size 9
lace-up military boots with leather straps
and buckles, a custom added vented chest
plate, and a webbing and plastic holster.
Pants, cargo pack, henley, and boots all
retain markings for “Homes.” Worn by
Homes throughout combat scenes. In
production used condition. $200 - $300

195. “leeg 2” dIstressed combat ensemble from

The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015)
Consisting of a custom black canvas jacket with zippered
collar, utility pouches, and detachable canvas hood marked
“Leeg 2,” a pair of matching heavily distressed canvas
pants with custom cargo pockets and integral suspenders
marked “Leeg 2,” a gray canvas web-belt cargo pack with
multiple pouches, a gray long sleeve henley with sewn in
fingerless gloves, a pair of size 9 lace-up military boots
with leather straps and buckles, custom foam padded chest
plate, a webbing and plastic holster with prop rubber knife
and rubber stunt 9mm handgun. Worn by Leeg when the
rebels infiltrate the Capitol. Exhibiting studio distress. In
production used condition. $200 - $300
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196. “katnIss everdeen” dIsguIse robe

from The hunger games: moCkingjay -
ParT 2. (2015) Highly stylized teal and black
metallic fabric hooded quilted cloak with one
traditional sleeve and an interior shoulder strap
to attach to other arm. Asymmetrical pleats on
the side and back. Includes a custom made black
web and vinyl belt with a resin buckle with
gold and copper accents. Retains interior bias
label marked “KE 3”. Worn by Katniss to travel
through the Capitol disguised as a citizen. In
production used condition. $2,000 - $3,000

197. panem chIldren’s (4) pea coats, from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Four dark navy
double-breasted wool pea coats with six gold button closures with star detail, epaulets with gold buttons, integral belt, 
and custom-made gold and crimson Panem patch. 1-size 4, 1-size 5, 1-size 6, and 1- size 7. Made for the production.
In production used condition. $200 - $300“katnIss everdeen” 

dIsguIse robe
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198. “katnIss everdeen” complete combat 
ensemble wIth dIsguIse robe from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of 
a stylized quilted teal and black metallic hooded cloak 
with traditional left long sleeve and interior shoulder 
strap attaching to right arm. Exhibiting a 3 in. hole in 
the right interior for stunt harness rigging and studio 
distress. Includes custom black futuristic canvas jacket 
with zippered bias snap collar, hip pockets, diagonal 
chest pocket and utility pouches, elastic collar and 
cuffs, black elastic band sleeve detail retaining interior 
bias label marked “Katniss Full Harness,” with 
matching canvas pants with custom cargo pockets 
retaining internal bias label marked “Katniss Harness”, 
a gray long sleeve henley with integral sleeveless 
gloves, chest and back body armor plates, canvas 
ammo vest, and pair of lace-up canvas military boots 
with leather straps and buckles. Includes a black web 
gun holster and belt with a soft rubber stunt handgun 
and prop knife. Worn by Katniss when she and Gale 
put on disguises as they head to President Snow’s 
mansion. Exhibiting studio distress. In production 
used condition. $4,000 - $6,000

“katnIss everdeen” 
complete 

combat ensemble

wIth dIsguIse robe
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199. “gale hawthorne” dIsguIse coat 
from The hunger games: moCkingjay - 
ParT 2. (2015) Custom made floor-length coat 
constructed of jet black multi-textured synthetic 
textile fabric with studio made cast resin silver 
claw buttons and hoop closure, a black nylon 
hood, and oversize double lapel. Retains internal 
bias label marked “GH 3.”  Worn by Gale to 
travel through the Capitol disguised as a citizen. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300

200. parachute prop from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Metal-framed 20 x 30 in. 
parachute with lightweight blue tarp in two sections. 4-wires descend from the chute collecting at a black carabiner. 
Seen when bombs are dropped on the citizens of Capitol city. In production used condition. $200 - $300
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201. capItol cItIzen pale yellow 
jacket ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) A 
stylized double-breasted yellow collarless 
synthetic fabric knee-length topcoat with 
paneled pleats, a pair of black pinstriped 
pleated pants, a worn pea green felt hat, 
and pair of slip-on leather ankle boots. 
The coat exhibits a hole through the right 
hip for stunt harness rigging. With some 
studio distress. From scenes when the 
Capitol citizens flee. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

202. capItal cItIzen pInk faux 
fur coat and accessorIes from 
The hunger games: moCkingjay 
- ParT 2. (2015) Highly stylized 
pink faux fur coat with patterned 
upholstery fabric bodice and pink 
faux fur long sleeves, buttons 
over snap front closure, and skirt. 
Accompanied by a long sleeve 
gray cotton turtleneck undershirt 
with internal bias label marked, 
“Dana Bateman”. Also includes a 
long gray soft wool scarf, pink knit 
cap, matching fingerless gloves, 
and leather character shoes. From 
scenes when the Capitol citizens 
flee. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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204. rebel nurse ensemble wIth prop 
medIcal bag from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting 
of long sleeve gray high-collared dress with 
zipper front closure, matching fabric belt, 
pair of dark gray leggings, a mint green 
sheer fabric apron with squared collar, a 
canvas satchel, and a pair of heavily distressed 
canvas Israeli lace-up boots. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

203. “peacekeeper” complete unIform 
wIth prop handgun from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Complete 
Peacekeeper uniform consisting of a long sleeve 
futuristic light gray hooded tunic, a pair of 
matching pants with integral kneepads, a cast hard 
rubber and fabric upper body armor vest, a pair of 
ventilated studio painted gloves, a pair of custom 
made tall gray leather boots with heel to calf zipper 
back closure, and a two-tone gray plastic helmet 
with retractable tinted clear visor. Also includes a 
leg holster with fixed stunt pistol, and an ammo 
magazine leg holster with prop ammo. From battle 
sequences throughout The Hunger Games: Catching 
Fire, The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, and The 
Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300
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205. collectIon of (4) prop medIc bags from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Collection of 
(4) canvas backpacks measuring approx. 12 x 12 in. with heavy web shoulder straps and open front pocket. Seen carried 
by medics in the rebellion attack on the Capitol. In production used condition. $200 - $300

206. collectIon of (6) faux fur coats worn by capItol cItIzens In The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 
2. (2015) Collection of (6) custom made faux fur coats including (1) black and gray hooded poncho with faux black fur 
at collar and sleeves, (1) tapestry fabric topcoat with fur collar, (1) pink fur with black leopard spots wrap coat, (1) tight 
leopard print button front coat, (1) plush purple coat with hook and eye closures, and (1) multi-colored quilted coat 
with fur cuffs, collar and hem. All exhibit studio distress. From scenes when the Capitol citizens flee. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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207. capItol cItIzen ornate red 
coat ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) 
Consisting of a black with red floral 
pattern upholstery fabric jacket with 
kimono-style sleeves, asymmetrical 
snap front closure and gathered collar, 
a black knit long skirt, and a pair of 
gold leggings. From scenes when the 
Capitol citizens flee. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

208. “presIdent snow” collectIon of (4) hero panem handkerchIefs IncludIng 2-staIned from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Set of (4) white cotton handkerchiefs with a white satin border measuring 17 
in. square. Each handkerchief is embroidered in white with the Panem emblem of an eagle with outstretched wings 
clutching eight arrows in its talons. 2-are stained by President Snow. Production made. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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209. “commander paylor” avenue 
of the trIbutes ensemble from The 
hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. 
(2015) Production made gray and black 
wool wrap jacket with large hood-like 
collar and ¾-length sleeves, a highly 
stylized black wrap dress with detachable 
shoulder strap, zipper detailing and silver 
paint finish. Includes a gray cotton long 
sleeve t-shirt with a high cowl neck, a 
pair of gray cotton pants with a black 
twill waistband, and a bluish gray neck 
wrap. Worn by Paylor when Katniss 
visits President Snow’s greenhouse. In 
production used condition.  $200 - $300

210. “annIe cresta” avenue of the 
trIbutes ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) 
Consisting of a gray cotton, sleeveless 
open front wrap with silver ornamental 
striping, a pair of blue leggings, a pair of 
black strappy high heels with ventilated 
leather uppers, and a pair of crème 
colored leather gloves. Worn at the end 
of the Avenue of the Tributes scene. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300
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211. “johanna mason” avenue of 
trIbutes ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) A 
highly stylized ensemble consisting of a red 
jacket with intricate black lace overlay, a 
double lapel with button front closures and 
knotted back detailing, a gray sleeveless cotton 
knit dress, a long black chiffon sleeveless knit 
vest with zipper closure. Includes a pair of 
dark gray leggings, a pair of knee-high black 
leather boots, and a pair of gray leather gloves 
painted red by production. Worn by Johanna 
during the Victors’ meeting in the banquet 
room with President Coin. In production 
used condition. $200 - $300

212. “presIdent coIn” InauguratIon 
ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) This 
instantly recognizable ensemble includes: 
a gray long sleeve button-front jacket 
with integral gray felt cape retaining 
internal bias label marked “Coin 4,” a pair 
of matching gray leggings retaining label 
marked “Coin 4,” a gray v-neck t-shirt, a 
pair of gray leather gloves, and a pair of 
knee-high gray leather boots with a side 
zipper closure. President Coin’s ensemble 
worn at her inauguration as the interim 
president of Panem. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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213. “katnIss everdeen” wrap jacket from The hunger games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) A black and 
gray long sleeve asymmetrical jacket with multiple button panel closures. Exhibiting studio distress. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300

214. “haymItch abernathy” travel 
ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) A production 
made ¾-length black fleece jacket with gray 
lapels and seam detail and an integral zip front 
black loose-weave jacket. Includes a long 
sleeve charcoal linen button front shirt with 
integral six-button vest and banded collar, 
and a pair of black pants with white pinstripe 
detail, zippered pockets and ankle hems. Also 
includes a pair of black faux leather pointed-
toe ankle boots. Worn by Haymitch in the 
banquet room as the remaining Tributes meet 
with President Coin and on his journey home 
to District 12. In production used condition. 
$200 - $300
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215. “plutarch heavensbee” InauguratIon 
ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Ensemble 
includes a gray wool coat with button front 
closure, banded snap collar, matching pair of 
gray trousers marked, “PH,” black and white 
suspenders, a steel gray long sleeve pull-over 
shirt marked, “PH,” a gray web belt marked, 
“PH 1,” a pair of black leather gloves marked, 
“PLUT,” and a pair of black leather side zipper 
ankle boots marked, “Plutarch,” and a brown 
cable knit scarf. Worn by Plutarch at the Avenue 
of the Tributes and Paylor inauguration scenes. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300

216. “haymItch abernathy” everdeen house 
ensemble from The hunger games: moCkingjay 
- ParT 2. (2015) A bluish gray long sleeve button 
front linen shirt with banded collar and French 
cuffs, and a pair of brown linen flat-front pants with 
wide legs. Includes a pair of brown faux suede ankle 
boots. Worn by Haymitch at dinner with Katniss 
and Peeta at the Everdeen house in Victors’  Village. 
In production used condition. $200 - $300
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217. “peeta mellark” everdeen 
house ensemble from The hunger 
games: moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) 
A hunter green wool sweater with dark 
green trim and a pair of blue linen flat-
front pants. Includes a pair of white 
perforated suede ankle boots with side 
zipper closure. Worn by Peeta at dinner 
with Katniss and Haymitch at the 
Everdeen house in Victors’ Village. In 
production used condition. $200 - $300

218. “katnIss everdeen” 
dInner ensemble from The 
hunger games: moCkingjay 
- ParT 2. (2015) Consisting of a 
long sleeve gray knit wool sweater 
with open front and turquoise 
decorative piping and black cotton 
pants with zipper front closure, and 
a gray tank top. In production used 
condition. $200 - $300
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219. “peeta mellark” sleep wear 
ensemble from The hunger games: 
moCkingjay - ParT 2. (2015) Consisting 
of a taupe short sleeve crew neck t-shirt 
and a pair of charcoal gray drawstring 
lounge pants with elastic ankle cuffs. 
Worn by Peeta when he asks Katniss, 
“Do you love me? Real or not real?” In 
production used condition. $200 - $300
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